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Dedicated to the memory of Boris Tsirelson

In the minimal scenario of quantum correlations, two parties can choose from two observ-
ables with two possible outcomes each. Probabilities are specified by four marginals and four
correlations. The resulting four-dimensional convex body of correlations, denoted Q, is funda-
mental for quantum information theory. We review and systematize what is known about Q,
and add many details, visualizations, and complete proofs. In particular, we provide a detailed
description of the boundary, which consists of three-dimensional faces isomorphic to elliptopes
and sextic algebraic manifolds of exposed extreme points. These patches are separated by cu-
bic surfaces of non-exposed extreme points. We provide a trigonometric parametrization of
all extreme points, along with their exposing Tsirelson inequalities and quantum models. All
non-classical extreme points (exposed or not) are self-testing, i.e., realized by an essentially
unique quantum model.

Two principles, which are specific to the minimal scenario, allow a quick and complete
overview: The first is the pushout transformation, i.e., the application of the sine function to
each coordinate. This transforms the classical correlation polytope exactly into the correlation
body Q, also identifying the boundary structures. The second principle, self-duality, is an
isomorphism between Q and its polar dual, i.e., the set of affine inequalities satisfied by all
quantum correlations (“Tsirelson inequalities”). The same isomorphism links the polytope
of classical correlations contained in Q to the polytope of no-signalling correlations, which
contains Q.

We also discuss the sets of correlations achieved with fixed Hilbert space dimension, fixed
state or fixed observables, and establish a new non-linear inequality for Q involving the de-
terminant of the correlation matrix.
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1 Introduction
The quantum correlation set is a fundamental object in quantum information theory. The key point
is that some correlations predicted by quantum theory cannot be modeled within classical probability,
more precisely under the constraints of “local realism”. This far-reaching insight can be gained from
just a single example, the singlet state of two quantum bits with a particular measurement setup. The
correlations predicted by quantum theory were demonstrated experimentally [1] to high precision, and
recently also while carefully closing some loopholes that persisted for decades [2, 3]. The non-classical
nature is certified by the violation of the CHSH Bell inequality [4, 5], up to a maximum value of 2

√
2

allowed by quantum theory. The correlation achieving 2
√

2 also has the property of “self-testing”, which
means that its quantum realization is essentially unique. Just from the correlation measurement, one can
infer not only the quantum state, but also the action of the measurement devices.

In this situation it is natural to ask: Where exactly lies the boundary between the classical and
the quantum, between the quantum and the post-quantum correlations? What other correlations or
quantum states exhibit the same features? In a correlation setting, N parties share some quantum
state, so that each party can choose from M different measurements, each of which can have K different
outcomes. So what exactly is the set of correlation data that can arise from either classical probability
or quantum? This is a hard problem even for fairly small N,M,K, as seen on the open problems
website [6, Problems 1,26,27,32,33,34]. The scenario mentioned in the first paragraph corresponds to
N = M = K = 2, the smallest nontrivial scenario. Here, characterizations have been known since
Tsirelson’s seminal work [7], particularly in the “zero-marginals” case 222|0, defined by the property that
each outcome by itself, without considering the results of other parties, is equidistributed. This is the
scenario indicated by the adjective “minimal” in our title. We provide an overview of the literature
below in Sect. 1.3. Known results are scattered. The connections between different characterizations are
rarely given, the overall structure of the boundary is not analyzed, and no attempts at a full geometric
understanding or visualization are made. Moreover, the self-duality of the body seems to have escaped
notice of the wider community. All this will be provided in the present article, along with self-contained
proofs of all assertions.

Our paper arose from a project of T.P.L. and R.F.W. aimed at a better understanding of self-testing.
T.Z. joined as a Masters student. When we realized that even the 222-case was not clear in reasonable
generality, we focused on that and could win the help of C.M. and B.S. from the mathematical side. The
222|0 case was to serve as the “well-understood example”. Only that it was not understood at the desired
level of detail. Furthermore, most of the available techniques for 222|0 do not apply to the full-marginal
222 case, from Tsirelson’s correlation matrices to the cosine parametrization and the pushout principle
to the semidefinite hierarchy. Doing justice to these techniques would have been a distraction in the
full 222 context, so we decided to separate it, and organize the material into this 222|0 review with a
geometric flavor. As work progressed, we realized that there was more in the works of Boris Tsirelson
than we had recollections of. Tsirelson was writing at a time when the relevant community was very
small (and included one of us, R.F.W., who should have remembered more). Back then long proofs of
exotic material were hard to publish, which may be why he often chose to state his results without proof.
But he was clearly a pioneer, coming more than a decade before the surge of interest with the rise of
Quantum Information. Boris Tsirelson died last year, so we felt it was fitting to dedicate this paper to
him, and include the proofs he left out. We like to think that he would have enjoyed our presentation.

This article is very much a two-communities paper. We ask experts from the quantum side to bear
with us when we cover standard material, just as we ask patience from geometers when we explain basic
notions. Aiming for completeness on a well-researched subject means that it is largely a review. But we
hope that even those experienced with quantum correlations will find new connections, just as we have.

Our presentation is organized as follows: We first set the scene with a brief introduction to quantum
correlations. This is followed by a mathematical discussion which states main results in a concise form.
We then also give a brief summary of previous work. Sect. 2 offers a more extended description of the
correlation body Q, from basic visualization and overall properties to a detailed classification of boundary
points. In Sect. 3 we focus on the dual body and its connection to Q. These geometric and algebraic
features are related back to quantum issues in Sect. 4. We also discuss constrained sets in which some
of the quantum data are fixed, namely Hilbert space dimension (Sect. 4.5), state (Sect. 4.6), or the
observables (Sect. 4.7). In these descriptive sections we give no proofs. Proofs are collected in Sect. 5.
Every statement of a proposition or theorem begins with a clickable pointer such as (→Sect. 5) to the
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Source

i j

Ai Bj

xA = ±1 xB = ±1
cij = 〈xAxB〉

Figure 1: A correlation experiment: Alice chooses setting i and Bob chooses setting j. The outcomes
of Ai and Bj are ±1. One measures the correlation cij of these outcomes.

subsection containing the proof. An exception to this rule are statements that are clear from the context,
and merely summarize a narrative just given. The proof section is organized in logical order, and should
be readable from beginning to end without forward references. Naturally, this order differs from the
narrative in Sect. 2-Sect. 4, and also from the theorems in Sect. 1.2.

1.1 Background from Physics: Quantum Correlations
In a correlation experiment, several parties carry out measurements on a shared quantum system. We
consider N = 2 causally disconnected parties, conventionally called Alice and Bob. Each of them chooses
from M = 2 possible measurements, labeled i, j = 1, 2, with K = 2 possible outcomes, labeled ±1
(see Fig. 1). Thus there are four experiments, labeled by the pairs (i, j) of choices for Alice and Bob.
The correlation cij ∈ [−1, 1] is the probability of equal outcomes minus that of different outcomes.
Equivalently, cij is the expectation of the product of the outcomes, when these are labeled as ±1. The
cij are not sufficient to reconstruct the full statistics. That would give an 8-dimensional convex body,
whose coordinates are the marginals for single outcomes, plus one correlation for every pair (i, j). This
count incorporates the no-signalling condition, namely that the marginals do not depend on the setting
chosen at the other site. Restricting to the 4-tuples c = (c11, c12, c21, c22) corresponds to a projection of
the 8-dimensional body. We can realize this projection geometrically by taking the equal weight mixture
of the given model with one in which all outcomes are flipped to their negatives. This operation changes
the sign of the marginals, but not of the correlations cij . Therefore, we can alternatively think of the
4-dimensional body as that section of the 8-dimensional body, in which the marginals are set equal to
zero. This explains why we call our scenario in the 4-dimensional c-space the zero marginals case.

We are interested in the set Q of correlations c = (c11, c12, c21, c22) that are consistent with quantum
theory. Quantum systems are described in some separable Hilbert space H over C. The source is given by
a positive Hermitian operator ρ acting on H. It satisfies tr(ρ) = 1 and is called the density operator. The
measurements are characterized by Hermitian operators A1, A2, B1, B2 on H that satisfy the hypotheses

[Ai, Bj ] = 0 and − 1 ≤ Ai, Bj ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2. (1)

If H = Cm then Ai and Bj are Hermitian m ×m matrices and 1 is the identity matrix. Condition
(1) says that Ai commutes with Bj and that the eigenvalues of all these matrices are in [−1, 1]. The
commutation condition represents the hypothesis that the two parties are causally disconnected, i.e., all
measurements by Alice can be executed jointly with those of Bob. In contrast, the commutators [A1, A2]
and [B1, B2] are usually nonzero, i.e., the two measurement choices of each party individually are not
commensurate.

We remark that in the quantum information community, the commuting condition is often made in
the stronger form, namely that the separated labs of Alice and Bob are rendered by a Hilbert space tensor
product H = HA ⊗HB , so that Ai = A′i ⊗ 1B and Bj = 1A ⊗B′j with A′1, A′2 acting on HA, and B′1, B′2
acting on HB . In principle, this might lead to a smaller quantum correlation set than the one defined
above. This is a hard problem in general, discussed as Tsirelson’s problem at the end of this section. But,
as we will also show below, in the minimal scenario there is no difference, so there is no possible harm in
starting from the more inclusive condition (1).

The correlations are computed from the operators above by taking traces:

cij = tr(ρAiBj) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2. (2)
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The correlation body Q consists of all points c in the cube [−1, 1]4 that admit such a representation.
There is an analogous set C in classical probability theory, where the Ai and Bj are ±1-valued random

variables, with joint probability distribution ρ. Writing angle brackets for expectations, the formula is

cij =
〈
AiBj

〉
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2. (3)

The classical set C consists of all points c in the cube [−1, 1]4 that admit such a representation.
We note that (3) is the special case of (2) when all Ai and Bj commute. All matrices can then be

taken to be diagonal, and the diagonal entries of ρ form a probability distribution. (Analogous statements
hold in infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces, where the Ai, Bj may have continuous spectra). Hence C ⊂ Q.

The whole point of our correlation body is that the reverse inclusion is false. A prominent example is

c = 1√
2 (1, 1, 1,−1) ∈ Q \ C. (4)

It is easy to build a quantum representation, and this has been realized experimentally to very high
precision. So the realizability of this c is a well-confirmed experimental fact. On the other hand, c cannot
be classical, because the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt version of John Bell’s inequality holds for all c ∈ C:

CHSH(c) : 1
2 (c11 + c12 + c21 − c22) ≤ 1. (5)

The point c in (4) is not classical because the left hand side of (5) equals
√

2, and this exceeds 1. This is
a remarkable result, the basis of an experimentum crucis ruling out a whole mode of describing Nature.

The experiments put quantum theory to a sharp test: The value
√

2 is an upper bound for all quantum
correlations. If a value significantly larger than

√
2 had been found, then this would refute the quantum

way of describing Nature, in just the same way as classical theories are excluded by a violation of Bell’s
CHSH inequality. This inequality and all linear inequalities bounding Q are called Tsirelson inequalities.

Tsirelson’s bound has led to speculations about super-quantum correlations in families of theories
(“generalized probabilistic theories”), and to the desire to view the quantum case in a larger context. The
only constraint then would be that Alice choosing a measurement device makes no detectable difference
for the probabilities of outcomes seen by Bob alone, i.e., without comparing outcomes with Alice. This is
the no signalling set of correlations, denoted by N . It satisfies C ⊂ Q ⊂ N . Since in this paper we ignore
marginals seen by only one partner, the remaining constraint is that c lies in the cube, so N = [−1, 1]4.

A crucial property for quantum key distribution is that a maximal violation of the CHSH inequality can
be achieved in an essentially unique way. Thus, by just verifying such correlations, without any knowledge
about the construction of the devices, one can reconstruct ρ,Ai, Bj up to trivial enlargements. This
property is called self-testing. It implies that any further system will be uncorrelated, so an eavesdropping
third party could never learn anything about the data collected by Alice and Bob. We extend this property
to all non-classical extreme points ofQ in Thm. 19, and explain the cryptographic background in Sect. 4.2.

When the numbers N,M,K of parties, settings and outcomes are larger than 2, 2, 2, computing
optimal bounds for Q is a hard problem, and necessary and sufficient conditions describing Q are rare.
Basically, one needs special algebraic properties to characterize the measurement operators, that are
needed to show self-testing. In Tsirelson’s work [7], Clifford algebra techniques allow statements about
NMK = 2M2, and the C*-algebra generated by two projections allows at least a parametrization of the
extreme points of NMK = N22 [8]. Thus, these cases can effectively be reduced to a finite dimensional
Hilbert space. In general this is not possible: It is known [9] that restricting the dimension to be finite,
in general, gives a set that is not closed, so some limiting correlations require infinite dimension.

Related is the problem of distinguishing the sets of correlations, in which the operators are just
required to commute, as in (1), versus the more restrictive tensor product form described after that
equation. In finite dimension the two are readily shown to be equivalent (see, e.g., [10]), which may
have led Tsirelson to claim in [11] that the two were equivalent. The problem was first clearly noticed
in the project [12] chararacterizing quantum correlations by semidefinite matrix hierarchies, where the
commutation condition is easy to implement, but tensor products are more elusive. The authors of that
study contacted Tsirelson, who (“to his crying shame” according to his own website) could not make work
the argument that he had had in mind in [11]. This became Tsirelson’s problem. This problem turned
out to be equivalent to a celebrated conjecture in operator algebras [13, 14], and was finally solved 14
years later in the negative [15]. So we now know that in general there is a difference. From the detailed
sharp characterizations of the minimal Q collected in this paper, including explicit finite dimensional
tensor product models for all correlations, we see that the problem does not arise here. But such detailed
knowledge is rare. This is one main motivation for the detailed geometric study that is to follow.
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1.2 A View from Mathematics: Convex Algebraic Geometry
The theory of polytopes is a mature subject in mathematics [16]. Based on linear algebra, it leads to rich
geometric objects classified by discrete combinatorial structures and a beautiful duality theory. In its
guise as linear programming, i.e, optimization over a polytope with linear objective, it has found many
applications. The natural next step in complexity is to go from linear algebra to nonlinear algebra [17]. If
we replace convex sets and objectives described by linear inequalities with those described by polynomials,
the basic geometric appeal and duality theory are still there. But we now enter into the world of algebraic
geometry. Much richer ways of combining sets, partial descriptions and geometric constraints have to
be considered. Examples play an important role in exploring these possibilities. Our study of quantum
correlations serves as a showcase for nonlinear phenomena that occur in convex algebraic geometry [18, 19].

The correlation body Q is compact and convex. Compactness is not obvious but follows from Thm. 1.
For convexity, let c, c̃ ∈ Q have realizations (2) by matrices of size m and m̃. Any convex combination
λc+ (1−λ)c̃ is realized by block matrices of size m+ m̃, namely λρ⊕ (1−λ)ρ̃, Ai⊕ Ãi and Bj ⊕ B̃j . By
contrast, if we were to fix m then compactness is easy to see but convexity generally fails. For instance,
fixing m = 1, the image under (2) is the set of 2× 2 matrices of rank ≤ 1 with each entry in [−1,+1].

The body Q lies between two polytopes. First, Q is contained in the 4-cube N = [−1, 1]4, which
has 16 vertices, 32 edges, 24 ridges and 8 facets. Second, Q contains the classical set C, which is also a
polytope. It has two equivalent descriptions, both of which are helpful for our project. On one hand, it
is a demicube, which is defined to be the convex hull of the eight even vertices of N , i.e., the vertices for
which the product of the four ±1-coordinates is +1. This describes the inclusion C ⊂ N . On the other
hand, we can think of C as the cross polytope [16, Example 0.4], combinatorially dual to N , whose extreme
points lie on the Cartesian coordinate axes at unit distance from the origin. Hence C has 8 vertices, 24
edges, 32 ridges and 16 facets, the reversed sequence of that for N . This census of the faces of C is of
direct relevance for our description of the boundary of the convex body Q, to be given in Prop. 7.

The correlation body Q is semialgebraic: It can be described by a Boolean combination of polynomial
inequalities. Here a phenomenon arises that is unfamiliar from polytope theory. It is not sufficient to use
a conjunction of polynomial inequalities. In other words, Q is not a basic semialgebraic set. Moreover,
while both polynomials g and h in Thm. 1 (d) are needed, only h is determined by Q, as the unique
algebraic description of a part of the boundary, while there is some freedom of choice for g.

A main source of convex semialgebraic sets is the cone of positive semidefinite matrices. Quantum
theory is entirely based on this cone. Its states, observables, and channels are all defined in terms of it.
The intersection of the semidefinite matrix cone with an affine-linear space is called a spectrahedron. The
set Q arises from a spectrahedron by projection, and it is thus in the class of spectrahedral shadows [20].

Each of the themes described in the previous paragraphs can be used to characterize the set Q. This
leads to six descriptions that look different at first glance. We summarize these in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 (→Sect. 5.1) The following six items all describe the same subset Q in R4:

(a) The set of quantum correlations c, as defined in Sect. 1.1, i.e., the cij from (2) satisfying (1).

(b) The convex hull of the hypersurface
{

(cosα, cosβ, cos γ, cos δ) ∈ R4 | α+ β + γ + δ ≡ 0 mod 2π
}
.

(c) The image of the demicube C under the homeomorphism sin : N → N , c 7→ sin
(
π
2 cij

)
1≤i,j≤2.

(d) The semialgebraic set
{
c ∈ N | g(c) ≥ 0 or h(c) ≥ 0

}
, where

g(c) = 2− (c2
11 + c2

12 + c2
21 + c2

22) + 2c11c12c21c22 (6)
h(c) = 4(1− c2

11)(1− c2
12)(1− c2

21)(1− c2
22) − g(c)2 . (7)

(e) The spectrahedral shadow consisting of all points (c11, c12, c21, c22) ∈ R4 such that the matrix

C =


1 u c11 c12
u 1 c21 c22
c11 c21 1 v
c12 c22 v 1

 (8)

is positive semidefinite for some choice of u, v ∈ R.
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(f) The scalar products of pairs of unit vectors ai, bj in some Euclidean space: cij = ai ·bj for i, j = 1, 2.

One way to describe a convex body is by the maxima of all linear functionals. This is the support function

φ(f) = sup
{
f · c | c ∈ Q

}
. (9)

Here f ∈ R4 and “ ·” denotes the scalar product in R4. The following theorem gives an explicit formula.

Theorem 2 (→Sect. 5.4) Consider the following expressions in four variables f = (f11, f12, f21, f22):

k(f) = (f11f22−f12f21)(f11f12−f21f22)(f11f21−f12f22) (10)
p(f) = f11f12f21f22 (11)
φC(f) = max{|f11+f12+f21+f22|, |f11+f12−f21−f22|, |f11−f12+f21−f22|, |f11−f12−f21+f22|} (12)

m(f) =
(

min
i,j
|fij |

)(∑
i,j

|fij |−1
)
. (13)

The support function of the correlation body Q equals

φ(f) =


√

k(f)
p(f) if p(f) < 0 and m(f) > 2,

φC(f) otherwise.
(14)

The case distinction in (14) is between the “classical” case and the “quantum” case. Indeed, as the
notation suggests, the piecewise linear expression φC in (12) is the support function of the cross polytope
C. Hence φC represents inequalities for classical correlations. On the other hand, in first case of (14),
the maximizers are non-classical correlations, which share all essential properties with CHSH: For fixed
f the maximizer is unique (see Prop. 17) and given by a unique quantum model (see Sect. 4).

Let K be a convex body that contains the origin in its interior. Then its dual or polar is a convex body
K◦ that represents the linear inequalities satisfied by K. In symbols, we have K◦ = {f | f ·c ≤ 1, c ∈ K}.
If K is a polytope then so is K◦, and the face numbers of K◦ are the reversal of the face numbers of K.

Consider the sequence of inclusions C ⊂ Q ⊂ N we discussed above. Then we have N ◦ ⊂ Q◦ ⊂ C◦.
Here C and N ◦ are cross polytopes, while N and C◦ are 4-cubes. However, even stronger statements are
true: C is affinely isomorphic to N ◦, and N is affinely isomorphic to C◦. Moreover, these isomorphisms
extend to the middle term in the inclusion C ⊂ Q ⊂ N , i.e., the correlation body Q is self-dual:

Theorem 3 (→Sect. 5.2) There is an orthogonal transformation H on R4 such that

C◦ = 1
2HN , N ◦ = 1

2HC and Q◦ = 1
2HQ.

The proofs of the three theorems are presented in Sect. 5. While proving that they agree, we write
Q(a),Q(b),Q(c),Q(d),Q(e),Q(f) for the six sets in Thm. 1. All objects and assertions are explained in detail
in Sect. 2. along with lots of additional information. For instance, Prop. 7 describes the stratification of
the boundary of Q into various patches. Readers might start with Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4.

1.3 Short review of previous work and preview of new results
The correlation body Q first came into focus in Tsirelson’s work [21]. That paper gives no proofs, but
some of them were supplied in [7]. This includes the characterization Q(a) = Q(f) in the more general
2M2|0 case ([21, Thm. 1]=[7, Thm. 2.1]). Thereby the study of Q, whose definition also allows infinite
dimensional Hilbert spaces, is reduced to a finite dimensional problem. A semialgebraic description for
the 222|0 case is given in [7, Thm. 2.2], along with an expression for the support function [7, Thm. 2.2].
This is our Thm. 2. Tsirelson calls these results ‘elementary’ consequences of (f), and does not provide a
proof. He also thought about issues not covered in our review, like the full 222 case, multipartite scenarios
(N > 2) [7, Sect. 5], and violations of CHSH inequalities by position and momentum ([7], see also [22]).

The spectrahedral shadow Q(e) first appeared in Landau’s work [23] as a relaxation of the correlation
body. That the relaxation is tight follows from Tsirelson’s theorem [21]. Landau also gave a nearly
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semialgebraic characterization of Q (see (21) below), which only misses the semialgebraic standard form
by containing a square root. He almost achieved the description (c).

The pushout (c) was found by Masanes [24], who stated that it identifies C and Q. He also considered
the cosine-parametrized manifold of correlations in (b). The pushout was used implicitly in [12, 25], in
the form of a characterization of Q by linear inequalities applied to the inverse pushout. However, it
was not pointed out that the linear inequalities just characterize C. Of course, spectrahedral shadows are
used as outer approximants to Q in the semidefinite hierarchies [26, 12]. This is an important technique
for higher NMK, even though one gets the convex body exactly only in the minimal case.

We thought that self-duality (Thm. 3) was entirely our own idea, until we found it mentioned in [27,
Sect.4] with only a private communication by Palazuelos and Villanueva (2011) as a reference. We could
not trace a published proof.

The uniqueness of quantum models, now known as self-testing [28], was also studied by Tsirelson [7].
Independently, [29] obtained the self-testing property for the CHSH inequality. A covering of the set of
extreme points ∂eQ, which results in the cosine parametrization (b) and its analog in the N22|0-case,
were found in [8], see also [30]. The exact identification of the set of extreme points was found much
later in [31, 25]. The minimal case is an important example in many applications such as quantum
nonlocality [32, 33], self-testing [34], and quantum cryptography [35, 36].

Our contribution is, first, a systematic account with proofs of all these results. The condensation of
all the existing characterizations of Q is Thm. 1. We give the first published proofs of support function
(Thm. 2) and self-duality (Thm. 3). Our second contribution is the detailed geometric understanding of
Q, and particularly of its boundary. This includes visualizations wherever possible, the classification of
types of boundary points, i.e., exposed and non-exposed extreme points, edges and 3-dimensional facets
(Prop. 7) and the analysis of how these parts fit together in 4 dimensions (Fig. 8). Moreover, we provide
semialgebraic descriptions of all boundary pieces, and analyze the symmetry group of Q (a bit larger than
trivially expected). Third, we analyze the relation between Q and its polar dual Q◦, i.e., the set of linear
inequalities satisfied by Q. By self-duality, this is affinely isomorphic to Q, so much of the analysis can be
taken over. But we also analyze how points on the boundary of Q map to their supporting hyperplanes
in Q◦ (Fig. 14). This is a part of the so-called normal cycle, which we studied in Sect. 3.4. Fourth, we
consider the quantum models for all c ∈ Q. This is again a traditional subject, going back at least to
Bell, and to Tsirelson for the uniqueness question (see above). Our review is condensed into a theorem
of equivalences (Thm. 19) including geometric conditions, and two kinds of cryptographic security. We
also address correlation bodies under constraints such as bounded Hilbert space dimension, fixed state,
or fixed observables. The last question suggested an apparently new and surprisingly simple non-linear
inequality for c ∈ Q, namely |det c| ≤ 1, with sharp condition for equality (Prop. 24).

2 Description of the Correlation Body
A convex body is a compact convex set with nonempty interior. The convex body Q has dimension
four. Our aim is to describe it in every detail. Naturally, the geometric description will strain our 3-
dimensional intuition. As always, the solution is to build the geometric intuitions (German “Anschauung”,
visualization) on analytic notions, such as sections, projections, affine submanifolds, extreme points, and
faces, which have clear definitions, but also on low-dimensional instances on which intuitions can be
grounded. In the case at hand, the dimension gap is not too large, and we will see that some three-
dimensional sections faithfully display important features of the four-dimensional body. We will also
point out where this becomes too misleading. One general cautionary remark is that extreme points of a
section usually fail to be extremal in the higher-dimensional body.

This section is divided into subsections, which are organized by geometric features, from overall
properties to the classification of boundary points and their explicit description, to the dual inequalities,
and finally the quantum realizations. This is different from the logical ordering in a proof. A complete
set of proofs will be given only later in Sect. 5, which is accordingly organized in logical progression.

2.1 Gallery
We visualize the 4-dimensional body Q by showing 3-dimensional sections. Some of these will be at the
same time projections. For example, the zero marginal case arises from the full marginal case either by
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Figure 2: The Alice-Bob symmetric subsets of correlations (c12 = c21), both a projection and a section of
their 4-dimensional counterparts. Left: the polytopes: The cube N has black edges, and the octahedron
C has blue edges, with two kinds of facets distinguished: CHSH-facets (yellow) defined by saturation
of a CHSH-Bell inequality and “N -facets” extending to facets of N (gray). Right: the correlation
body Q. Its boundary consists of a strictly convex surface of exposed extreme points, together with
N -faces extending those of C, whose boundaries are outlined in red. The arrow points to the CHSH
point c = (1, 1, 1,−1)/

√
2.

Figure 3: Parallel sections c11 = t through the body Q, for t = −1,−0.8, 0, 0.8, 1.

ignoring the marginals (a projection) or by taking the subset with zero marginals (a section by a linear
subspace). Such sections/projections often arise by averaging over a symmetry group [37].

We begin in Fig. 2 with correlations that are symmetric under exchanging Alice and Bob, i.e., c12 =
c21. The corresponding projection is represented by (c11, c12, c21, c22) 7→ (c11, c22, (c12 + c21)/2). The
corresponding sections of the polytopes N and C are a cube and an octahedron, respectively. The extreme
points of the section of C are not all extremal in four dimensions: The point (1, 1, 0), where two parabolas
meet in Fig. 2, has c12 = c21 = 0. It is not extremal in C. But it is the midpoint between the extreme
points (1, 1,−1, 1) and (1,−1, 1, 1) of C, which lie outside the section shown. The nonlinear boundary in
Fig. 2 (right) is a quartic surface, obtained by setting c12 = c21 in the sextic h(c) and cancelling a factor
(c11 − c22)2. These geometric features have 4-dimensional counterparts, to be described later.

In Fig. 3 we show the sections parallel to the facets of the cube N . These are obtained by fixing the
value of one coordinate, say c11, at a number t in the interval [−1, 1]. This family of pictures gives a full
description of Q. The corresponding projections are non-informative: They are equal to the full 3-cube.
The special sections c11 = ±1 are facets of Q. This 3-dimensional shape is known as the elliptope.

Other cutting directions, which can be expected to have an interesting symmetry are sections or-
thogonal to the main diagonals of N . Like the vertices, they come in two kinds, either connecting two
classical correlations or connecting two PR-boxes. In Fig. 4 we show, on the left, a cut very close to the
hyperplane c11 + c12 + c21 + c22 = 0, which is orthogonal to the diagonal connecting the classical point
(1, 1, 1, 1) and its antipode. On the right in Fig. 4, we see the cut given by c11 + c12 + c21 − c22 = 0.
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Figure 4: Sections through Q perpendicular to a long diagonal of the cube N . There are two symmetry
classes of diagonals: those connecting two classical correlations (left), and those connecting two PR-
boxes (right). The cut on the right goes through the origin. On the left we would get the full octahedron.
Our cut is thus slightly off-center.

2.2 Enclosing and enclosed polytopes
The cube N consists of the tuples c = (c11, c12, c21, c22) with −1 ≤ cij ≤ 1. It has 24 = 16 vertices, namely
the points in {−1, 1}4. The classical distributions are the mixtures of uncorrelated c, i.e., cij = aibj for
some ai, bj ∈ [−1, 1]. A classical correlation is extremal when ai, bj = ±1. Hence, the extreme points of C
are also extreme points of N , but which? This is decided by a sign: For a classical extreme point we have
c11c12c21c22 = a2

1b
2
1a

2
2b

2
2 = +1. So the classical extreme points of C are just the 8 even vertices of N . The

odd vertices are the so-called Popescu-Rohrlich (PR-)box correlations. They have neither classical nor
quantum realizations: In (5) they satisfy CHSH(c) = 2, which clearly exceeds the quantum maximum.

The 16 facets of the demicube C come in two classes. These are distinguished by how they sit inside
the cube N . A facet in the first class extends to a facet of N . It is the intersection of C with a hyperplane
like c11 = 1. There are eight such facets, which we call N -facets of C. The more interesting kind is called
a CHSH-facet, because it saturates a Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt inequality (5). There are eight such
inequalities: Any odd number of minus signs can multiply the four correlations.

All of this can be seen also in the 3-dimensional cut along the hyperplane c12 = c21 shown on the left
in Fig. 2. The two polytopes are the intersection of C and N with this hyperplane. The CHSH-facets
and the N -facets are marked in different colors. Other slices of C (blue frame) and N (black frame)
are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The cut through the origin, orthogonal to the long diagonal connecting
classical vertices (approximately as in the left panel in Fig. 4) has the intersections with N and C equal
to the same octahedron. Since C ⊂ Q ⊂ N , this cut also makes our convex body Q look like a polytope.

Of course, in every cut we see the inclusions C ⊂ Q ⊂ N . More precisely, the N -facets of C extend
to facets of Q, which we also call N -facets. This is typically a strict extension. The CHSH-facets are no
longer faces of Q. Instead, they become the basis of a bulging part of Q, above which we find a single
vertex of N . In fact, this is a feature of any body between C and N . We record this fact in the following
proposition (also a corollary of [38]), which helps with keeping track of the parts of Q.

Proposition 4 (→Sect. 5.3.3) Every non-classical correlation c ∈ N\C violates exactly one of the eight
CHSH-inequalities.

A feature which will play a major role later, and is characteristic of the minimal case, is the duality
between the polytopes C and N . We saw this in Thm. 3, and it will be considered in detail in Sect. 3.

2.3 Pushout
The connection between the boundary structures of Q and C can be raised from a qualitative observation
to a precise mathematical statement. There is a natural homeomorphism between the convex bodies. To
this end, we define a transformation sin : N → N of the cube, which we call the pushout operation:(

sin c
)
ij

= sin
(π

2 cij
)
. (15)
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This is the coordinatewise application of a suitably scaled sine function. Since the sine maps the interval
[−π/2, π/2] bijectively and continuously onto [−1, 1], we see that sin is bijective, continuous and has a
continuous inverse. This is relevant because of the following astonishingly simple characterization of Q.

Proposition 5 (→Sect. 5.1.5) C is homeomorphic to Q under sin, in particular sin C = Q.

The fact that sin C = Q was known to L. Masanes [24]. This fact was also often represented as
cos(πMET(K2,2)) in literature on matrix completion (see also Sect. 5.1.5). Here we strengthen the
statement to a homeomorphism.

As a connection between convex bodies this is quite strange: The sine is neither convex nor concave
on [−π/2, π/2], so the sin transformation applied to a convex set normally does not give a convex
set. Moreover, the sin function is transcendental but both sets have an algebraic description. So why
does this work? What is the general principle? The pushout property is inherited by the sections in
Fig. 2 and by the N -facets because the hyperplanes {c12 = c21} and {c11 = −1} are invariant under
sin. It also connects C-sections and Q-sections in Fig. 3 when the fixed c11-coordinate is appropriately
transformed. The closest we can come to a general principle is related to the fact that the pushout of
the tetrahedron is the elliptope (see also [39]). This fact also underlines the cosine parametrization in
Sect. 2.6. The threefolds of extreme points are parametrized by angles satisfying a linear constraint. A
similar connection arises between two families of curves inside the 3-cube, on one hand Lissajous knots,
i.e., cosine-parametrized closed rational curves, and, on the other, billiard knots, i.e., closed piecewise
linear curves bouncing from the boundaries by specular reflection; see [40], [41, Fig. 3]. Another feature
can be understood from the pushout characterization: At the edges of a polytope extending all the way
to the boundary we get a rounded surface with continuous tangents. This is explained in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: The 2-dimensional version of the pushout map in (15). The rectangle on the left gets mapped
to the ellipse on the right. To verify this compare the scaled grid lines. The yellow semicircle shows that
convexity is generally not preserved under the pushout map.

2.4 Symmetry
The symmetry group of the regular 4-cube N = [−1, 1]4 is the hyperoctahedral group B4. This group
has order 384 = 24 × 4!. All of these symmetries are given by rotations and reflections in R4. Each
symmetry either preserves the parity of the vertices of N , or it swaps the eight even vertices and the
eight odd vertices. The symmetry group G of the demicube C is an index two subgroup of B4, meaning
|B4|/|G| = 2. It consists of symmetries of N that preserve the parity. It follows from Prop. 5, and the
fact that the pushout map commutes with coordinate permutations and sign changes, that Q has the
same symmetry group G as C.

Proposition 6 The common symmetry group of Q and C has order 192. It is the semidirect product
G = (Z/2Z)3 o S4, where S4 is the symmetric group on four elements. The first factor swaps labels.

It is noteworthy that this group is larger than one would expect from the definition of Q. Indeed,
some obvious symmetries arise from changing the conventions for describing the correlations: Which
party is called Alice, which is Bob? Which outcome is +1 or −1, and which settings get the labels 1 or
2? Changing any of these conventions defines a transformation that clearly leaves each of the correlation
sets invariant. The resulting group is visualized in Fig. 6, and acts on the tuples (c11, c12, c21, c22) by sign
changes (first row) and permutations (second row) giving only 64 transformations. Not all sign changes
can be obtained, only even ones, and the permutations cannot break pairs of diagonally opposing pairs
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in the square form in which we arranged the cij . As the additional “non-trivial” transformation needed
to generate the group given in Prop. 6, one can take the swap (c11, c12, c21, c22) 7→ (c12, c11, c21, c22).

Figure 6: Symmetries that preserve the definition of quantum correlations. First row: sign patterns.
Second row: the eight permutations arising from a swap of partners or relabeling. The symmetry group
G of Q, as described in Prop. 6, is larger: It allows all 24 permutations.

A group that played a key role in analyzing the classical polytope in the N22|0 case in [8] will also
play a special role below for establishing self-duality. It is familiar to quantum physicists as a discrete
version of phase spaces, describing a quantum or classical system in terms of “position” and “momentum”,
or “multiply” and “shift” operators, like σx and σz for qubits [42, 43]. To mathematicians it is familiar
as the standard case of symplectic self-duality [44], where the position variables are given by a locally
compact abelian group X, and the momenta by elements of the dual group X̂. The Hilbert space of the
system is h = L2(X), on which X acts by transformation of the arguments, and X̂ by multiplication.
This determines a projective representation of X× X̂ on h by the Weyl operators. The case of mechanics
has X = Rf ∼= X̂, where f is called the number of degrees of freedom. For a single qubit, X is the two
element group, and the Weyl operators are the Pauli matrices as above. For our problem we obtain the
Klein four-group: a product of two copies of the two element group. The elements of this group are the
indices of cij , with the convention that 1 is the identity and 2·2 = 1. Thus the correlation body is a
subset of h. The 16 Weyl operators are the products of the first four elements of the each of the two lines
in Fig. 6, the top row giving the momentum translations and the bottom row the position translations. A
standard automorphism of this structure is the Fourier transform that takes functions on X to functions
on X̂. This is not a symmetry of Q, but, as we will see, takes Q to its dual convex body.

2.5 Boundary, faces, and extreme points
A face F of Q is a subset such that a convex decomposition of a point in F with non-zero weights must
have all components in F . We use the term facet for faces of codimension 1. An extreme point of Q is a
point c in Q such that {c} is a face. A face is called exposed if it is the zero set of an affine-linear function
which is non-negative on Q. Since the pushout is a homeomorphism, it identifies the boundary of Q
with the boundary of C. The facets of the demicube C thus provide a partition of the boundary of the
correlation body Q. However, the image of a facet may now become curved, making interior points of the
facet extremal in Q. This happens exactly for the CHSH-facets of C, as the following proposition shows.
In the following we always list the interiors of faces because the boundaries already belong to another
face. Here by “interior” we mean the relative interior, i.e., the interior in the affine span of the face.

Proposition 7 (→Sect. 5.3.4) The convex body Q is the disjoint union of the following semialgebraic sets:

(Qcx) 8 classical exposed points c ∈ ∂eC.

(Qce) 24 exposed edges, i.e., the interiors of line segments that connect pairs of classical exposed points.

(Qnx) 32 surfaces of non-exposed extreme points.
Each is the pushout of a triangle in ∂C, which is the intersection of an N -facet and a CHSH-facet.

(Qqx) 8 threefolds of exposed extreme points.
Each threefold is the curved pushout of the interior of a CHSH-facet of C, which is a tetrahedron.

(Qei) 8 elliptopes’ interiors, i.e., the interiors of the facets that arise from N -facets of C, as in Fig. 2.

(Qin) The interior of Q.
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Figure 7: Every 3-dimensional face of Q is an elliptope. Points of type (Qcx) are vertices of the blue
tetrahedron, (Qce) give blue edges, (Qnx) is the orange surface. Extreme points of the elliptope are
exposed in 3 dimensions, but not in 4. Type (Qei) comprise the interior.

The stratification of Q shown in Prop. 7 mirrors the stratification of the demicube C into relatively
open faces. Indeed, the numbers seen in Prop. 7 count the faces of various dimension of C. Namely, C has
8 vertices, 24 edges, 32 two-dimensional faces, etc. In short, the f-vector of C equals (8, 24, 32, 8+8, 1).

The closures of sets of type (Q) are said to be of type [Q]. Types [Qqx] and [Qei] suffice to cover the
boundary. In the literature in convex algebraic geometry [45, 46], boundary strata (cf. Sect. 3.4 for a
rough explanation) of codimension one are now called patches. Thus, our body Q has 16 patches, eight
of type [Qqx] and eight of type [Qei].

The difference between the types (Qqx) and (Qei) will be important for what follows. It also relates
to the two types of maximal non-trivial faces of Q. The only two types are the singletons in (Qqx), and
the N -facets [Qei]. These maximal faces are also exposed. Exposedness properties will be discussed later
in their natural context: duality. An intuitive geometric understanding of the non-exposedness of type
(Qnx) can be gained from considering the pushout mechanism: This converts the junction between a
CHSH-facet and an N -facet of C to a junction with matching tangents. The prototype for this is shown
in Fig. 5. The red ellipse is tangent to the boundary of the square at the four points of intersection. For
(Qnx)-points the same happens in higher dimension.

Since the (Qqx) extreme points will be discussed in more detail, let us briefly describe the [Qei] facets.
These elliptopes are visualized in Fig. 7, an enlarged version of the first panel in Fig. 3. Analytically,
the elliptope, say the subset of correlations c = (−1, x, y, z) ∈ Q, is described by the single inequality
1− x2 − y2 − z2 + 2xyz ≥ 0 in the cube; cf. [17, eqn (1.1)]. Since the pushout map restricts to N -facets,
it is the pushout of the C-like tetrahedron that forms its skeleton. Indeed, the edges of C are marked by
two of the cij being ±1, and the other two equal up to a sign. This condition is invariant under pushout,
so the edges of C are invariant as sets, but not pointwise fixed, and become exactly the [Qce]-edges of Q.

How do all these pieces fit together? Once again this is readily answered by looking at the pushout
identification of Q with C. Consider the bicoloring of the facets of the cross polytope C. The two colors
distinguish CHSH and N types. Only tetrahedra of different types intersect in a surface, and each surface
[Qnx] is the intersection of a [Qqx] and a [Qei]-set. The triangular surfaces (Qnx) are thus faithfully
portrayed in Fig. 7. The intersection of two [Qqx]-surfaces is lower dimensional: If they are not disjoint
opposites, they intersect in a straight edge [Qce].

In order to visualize the boundary structure we can use a stereographic projection from the origin. Each
boundary point is first mapped to the line through the origin it generates, and then to the intersection
of that line with a fixed reference hyperplane, to be identified with R3. This defines a rational map from
the boundary of our convex body onto R3. It is 2-to-1, because it identifies points ±c, but this hardly
matters because this is a symmetry of Q and C. If the reference hyperplane supports the body, then this
will produce a local image of the boundary. Stereographic projection takes line segments to line segments,
so the boundary of a polytope like C induces a subdivision of R3 into polyhedra. This is shown in the top
row of Fig. 8, where the reference plane has been chosen as {c11 = 1}. Points with c11 = 0 are mapped to
infinity, so facets containing such points are represented in two parts, connected via some infinite points,
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Figure 8: Stereographic projection of the boundaries of C (top row) and Q (bottom row). The common
edges are shown as blue lines. The surfaces separate N -facets from CHSH-facets. Their coloring for
C corresponds to Fig. 2. For Q the surfaces are the boundary sets of type (Qnx). Left panels: all
boundaries. Center panels: The N -face at the center, together with another N -face. The latter is
displayed in two pieces, connected via the plane at infinity. Right panels: a CHSH-face, resp. a (Qqx)
curved tetrahedron.

but forming a single polyhedron in projective geometry. This partitions R3 into 8 projective tetrahedra,
all of which have the same four vertices. This reminds us that the “line segment between two given
points” is intrinsically ambiguous in projective geometry. The term “projective polyhedron” is therefore
often used for the whole tessellation, and not just for “connected region in projective space bounded by
finitely many hyperplanes” as in this paragraph.

The resulting pictures are inside-out versions of Schlegel diagrams [16, Chapter 5], which represent
4-dimensional polytopes by stereographic projection from a point just outside a reference facet. When the
projection point is close enough to that facet, the whole boundary is mapped to a polyhedral subdivision
of the facet, thus avoiding infinite points and the identification of antipodes. The construction easily
generalizes to other convex bodies. In this generalized setting convexity still guarantees that the ray
from the projection point will cut the boundary in at most two points. But it may happen that one
cannot arrange for one of these to be in the plane of the reference facet. Our body Q demonstrates this
point. The only facets are N facets, and these are bounded by non-exposed extreme points, whose unique
tangent plane is the plane of the reference facet. Therefore, no matter how close the projection point is
chosen to the reference facet, the cone generated by the facet does not contain the whole body Q. So the
Schlegel map does not map ∂Q into the facet, and has non-trivial double images. Therefore we opted for
the projection from the center, which is shown in the second row of Fig. 8.

Since the boundaries ∂Q and ∂C are identified via pushout, their stereographic projections are topo-
logically equivalent partitions. Stereographic projection suggests another identification of ∂C and ∂Q,
namely by identifying points on the same ray through the origin. Such points are simply the same in
Fig. 8, and that the stereographic projections of the boundaries are distinct shows the non-linearity of
the pushout map. Indeed there are points c in a CHSH face, so that the multiple λc ∈ ∂Q lies in an
N -face. Such c are readily found already in Fig. 2.
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2.6 Curved tetrahedra
Prop. 7 allows us to turn an affine parametrization of a CHSH-face into a trigonometric parametrization
of a curved tetrahedron (Qqx). For later purposes, we find cosines a bit more convenient than sines.

Proposition 8 (→Sect. 5.1.4) The threefolds (Qqx) of exposed extreme points on Q are parametrized by

c = (c11, c12, c21, c22) = (cosα, cosβ, cos γ, cos δ) where
α+ β + γ + δ = 0 mod 2π and (16)

∆ = sinα · sin β · sin γ · sin δ < 0.

The angle parameters can be taken as the triples (α, β, γ), with δ = −(α+β+γ). In this 3-space, the
sign of ∆ marks a partition into two kinds of subsets: On the one hand, we have the curved tetrahedra
with ∆ < 0 considered in Prop. 8. A prototype which contains the CHSH-point (π/4, π/4, π/4) is given
by the conditions α, β, γ, α+ β + γ ∈ (0, π).

On the other hand, consider the angles with ∆ > 0. Adding multiples of π to any of α, β, γ (and
hence implicitly to δ) corresponds to an even sign change on the cij , and hence a symmetry of Q.
Therefore, it suffices to consider the cube (0, π)3. In this cube only sin δ can be negative, so ∆ > 0 means
α + β + γ ∈ (π, 2π). This is an octahedron, as shown in Fig. 9. By taking cosines, these points end up
in the interior of Q.

Figure 9: Left: the cube (0, π)3 containing the octahedron given by α + β + γ ∈ (π, 2π), on which
∆ > 0. The (red and black) tetrahedra built on its faces have ∆ < 0, and are hence mapped to the
curved tetrahedra (Qqx) according to Prop. 8. Right: an affine transformation of the left panel making
the symmetry of permuting angles and the regularity of the tetrahedra and octahedra more evident.

Finally, note that the angle parameters (α, β, γ) with ∆ = 0 correspond to further boundary elements
from Prop. 7, as follows. The symmetries also help to reduce each of the classes in the following boundary
version of the parametrization to a single case, which is readily checked.

Proposition 9 (→Sect. 5.3.1) In the cosine parametrization of Prop. 8, taking ∆ = 0 parametrizes further
boundary strata of lower dimension. Specifically, we get points of type

(Qcx) if and only if α, β, γ, δ are all multiples of π,

(Qce) if and only if exactly two of these angles are multiples of π, and

(Qnx) if and only if exactly one of these angles is a multiple of π.

2.7 Semialgebraic description
One possibility to decide quickly, for a given c ∈ R4, whether c ∈ Q, is to apply the inverse pushout
map, and to check whether the result lies in C. This involves a transcendental function, and requires
the checking of 16 linear inequalities. Here we consider an alternative, which only requires checking the
positivity of two polynomials in c. In other words, we will describe our body Q as a semialgebraic set.
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There is a standard method to obtain relevant polynomials from the parametrization given in Prop. 8.
Namely, one represents each angle variable η by the point (cos η, sin η) on the unit circle, i.e., one in-
troduces new variables sij with c2

ij + s2
ij = 1, and expresses the constraint on the sum of angles by

trigonometrically expanding. Then one eliminates the sij-variables. Computer algebra systems, such as
Mathematica or Macaulay2 [47] handle such tasks routinely and, in this instance, in no time. The result
is the identity h(c) = 0 with h the sextic polynomial in (19) below. But also the condition ∆ < 0 has to
be transcribed, for which we use the following polynomial g, which on (Qqx) satisfies g(c) = ∆.

g(c) = 2− (c2
11 + c2

12 + c2
21 + c2

22) + 2c11c12c21c22. (17)
h(c) = 4(1− c2

11)(1− c2
12)(1− c2

21)(1− c2
22)− g(c)2 (18)

= 4(c11c22 − c12c21)(c11c21 − c12c22)(c11c12 − c21c22)− (19)
−(c11+c12−c21−c22)(c11−c12+c21−c22)(c11−c12−c21+c22)(c11+c12+c21+c22).

We wrote two formulas for h, because (18) shows that h is invariant under the full symmetry group in
Sect. 2.4, and (19) clarifies that the degree of h is six and not eight, as suggested by (18). Then we have:

Proposition 10 (→Sect. 5.1.3) A point c in the cube N lies in Q if and only if h(c) ≥ 0 or g(c) ≥ 0.

While the polynomial h is an intrinsic feature of Q, there is some freedom in the choice of g. Indeed,
knowing a small piece of the boundary suffices to determine h. This is expressed by saying that h, together
with the linear polynomials 1±cij describe the algebraic boundary of Q. At each boundary point of Q one
of these polynomials vanishes. In algebraic geometry language [17, Chapter 2], the threefold {h(c) = 0}
is the Zariski closure of the curved tetrahedra in (Qqx), or pieces thereof. This threefold has unbounded
pieces outside the cube N , but taking its convex hull after the intersection with N gives exactly Q.
This is visualized in Fig. 10 (left) which shows the surface {h(c) = 0} in the 3-space {c12 − c21 = 0}.
The unbounded pieces arise because the algebraic elimination process works just as well in the complex
domain. So the circle c2 + s2 = 1, as a complex variety, also contains real points with imaginary s,
corresponding to angles α = ir or α = π + ir with r ∈ R, and hence cosα = ± cosh r in Prop. 8.

Figure 10: Inside the hyperplane {c12 = c21}, we consider the two quartic surfaces {g = 0} (right) and
{(c11 − c22)−2h = 0} (left). The two surfaces intersect transversally in the red curves that are seen in
the boundary of the cube.

What is the role of the second polynomial g? This polynomial is needed to make Prop. 10 true.
Fig. 10 (left) shows the zero set of h, so h is negative on the outside of the yellow surface. This extends
well into the cube, where c ∈ Q, and even c ∈ C, e.g., near the origin. Hence, “c ∈ N and h(c) ≥ 0” would
produce many false negatives. The disjunction with g(c) ≥ 0 captures the convex hull of the threefold
inside the cube N . The surface defined by g in the hyperplane {c12− c21 = 0} is shown in Fig. 10 (right).
Fig. 11 is a two-dimensional representation that shows the geometry of the relevant intersections.

We remark that more compact forms than the characterization by two polynomials can be given, if
we allow the use of absolute values or roots. Such conditions can be converted to polynomial expressions.
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Figure 11: A slice that illustrates how the two surfaces in Fig. 10 intersect. The convex hull of the
orange curve represents Q. The disjunction h(c) ≥ 0 or g(c) ≥ 0 describes Q. Note that Q is not a
basic semialgebraic set, i.e., not a conjunction of polynomial inequalities.

However, they typically generate a case distinction, hence some overhead in the logical part of a semial-
gebraic description. For example, by taking a root in (18) and combining with Prop. 10, we can see that
c ∈ Q is equivalent to c ∈ N together with the single inequality

g(c) ≥ −2
√

(1− c2
11)(1− c2

12)(1− c2
21)(1− c2

22). (20)

The following reformulation, due to Landau [23], is not invariant under the full symmetry group of Q:√
(1− c2

11)(1− c2
12) +

√
(1− c2

21)(1− c2
22) ≥ |c11c12 − c21c22|. (21)

Note that these inequalities must be combined with the hypothesis c ∈ N . This excludes unbounded
solutions with a product of two negative factors under the square root.

2.8 Spectrahedral shadow
For any quantum correlations, given by a density operator ρ and observables A1, A2, B1, B2, and complex
numbers ξ1, . . . , ξ4, we consider the operator X = ξ1A1 + ξ2A2 + ξ3B1 + ξ4B2. Since X∗X is positive
semidefinite, we conclude that tr(ρX∗X) =

∑4
ν,µ=1 ξνCνµξµ ≥ 0, where we introduced the 4× 4 matrix

C = (Cνµ) =


d1 u c11 c12
u d2 c21 c22
c11 c21 d3 v
c12 c22 v d4

 . (22)

The entries other than cij are

u = tr(ρA1A2), v = tr(ρB1B2), and d1 = tr(ρA2
1) ≥ 0, etc. (23)

The positivity stated above is C ≥ 0, our notation for C being positive semidefinite. The existence of
u, v and di with d2

i ≤ 1 making C ≥ 0 is thus a necessary condition for c ∈ Q. This is the bottom level
of the semidefinite hierarchy [12] for quantum correlations. In the case at hand, the necessary condition
is also sufficient, known since the time of Tsirelson [7]. We can further assume that u and v are real and
that the diagonal entries are all 1.

Proposition 11 (→Sect. 5.1.1) A point c lies in the convex body Q if and only if there exist numbers
u, v ∈ R such that C ≥ 0 in (22) with d1 = d2 = d3 = d4 = 1.

Hence, Q is characterized by a semidefinite matrix completion problem. This is essentially the com-
pletion problem for the 4-cycle, as discussed in [17, Example 12.16]. Our boundary polynomial h(c) is
obtained from the degree eight polynomial given there by setting the diagonal entries to be 1. The matrix
inequality C ≥ 0 defines a spectrahedron in R6, i.e., an intersection of the semidefinite matrix cone with
an affine-linear space. Deleting the matrix entries u and v specifies a projection R6 → R4. The correlation
body Q is the image of the spectrahedron {C ≥ 0} under this projection. Thus, Prop. 11 furnishes an
explicit realization of Q as a spectrahedral shadow [20].
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Figure 12: Nonuniqueness of matrix completion for a family of correlations c = tcCHSH + (1 − t)ccenter
with ccenter = (−1, 0, 0, 0) along the line segment from the center of an elliptope facet (top) to the
CHSH-point (bottom). The horizontal cuts for fixed t (black meshes) represent the pairs (u, v) that
make (22) positive semidefinite. These slices are 2-dimensional convex bodies that shrink to a point at
both boundaries. The figure is a quartic spectrahedron [48].

A natural question to ask here is: How many completions can a correlation c have? Geometrically,
this corresponds to studying the inverse images (“fibers”) of the projection, that takes a C ≥ 0 with unit
diagonal to its upper right 2 × 2-submatrix c ∈ Q. By definition, the set in the (u, v)-plane making
C ≥ 0 for given c is the intersection of an affine manifold with a positive definite cone: a spectrahedron.
For example, Fig. 12 shows the union of these 2-dimensional fibers over a line that cuts through Q.
The following proposition establishes that the uniqueness of the completion problem (a one-point fiber)
characterizes the boundary. Thus the rank of C can be seen as a property of c ∈ ∂Q, and this turns out
to distinguish different boundary elements.

Proposition 12 (→Lem. 29 and Sect. 5.3.1)

(1) The matrix completion problem has a unique solution (u, v) if and only if c ∈ ∂Q.

(2) The resulting unique matrix C has rank 1 if c is of type (Qcx), it has rank 2 for types (Qce), (Qnx)
and (Qqx), and it has rank 3 for type (Qei).

(3) The point c is in the interior (Qin) if and only if there is some completion with rankC = 4.

We close with one remark regarding item (3). It is not true that all the completions C of a given
interior point c ∈ (Qin) have rank 4. For instance, the origin c = 0 ∈(Qin) has among its completions
the completion C = 1 of rank 4, but also the completion C with u = v = 1 of rank 2 (direct verification).

2.9 Volume
The volume of Q is a fundamental geometric invariant. It could be understood as the probability of
quantum correlations in an ensemble, for which c ∈ N is distributed according to Lebesgue measure. This
ensemble of generalized probabilistic theories has no operational meaning, so the volume has no direct
physical relevance. However, the probabilistic interpretation suggests a way to compute it stochastically:
The semialgebraic description gives us a fast way to decide whether c ∈ Q, for points c in a random
ensemble with each cij independent and equidistributed in [−1, 1]. A run of 106 samples led to

V (Q)
V (N ) ≈ 0.925898. (24)

On account of
√
N -fluctuations, this can be expected to be accurate to within three digits.

On the other hand, we can compute the volume exactly, by integrating the pushout over C. Since
the pushout acts coordinatewise, the Jacobi matrix is diagonal and the functional determinant is readily
determined. The resulting trigonometric integrals can be solved, giving the overall result

V (Q)
V (N ) = 3π2

2 · 1
16 ≈ 0.9252754126. (25)
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Similarly, the ratio V (C)/V (N ) can be estimated stochastically to be 0.666. Using the linear transfor-
mation 2H in (29), V (C) is

√
det((2H)∗(2H)) = 16 times the volume of the 4-dimensional cross-polytope,

defined as the convex hull of 8 points (±1, 0, 0, 0), (0,±1, 0, 0), (0, 0,±1, 0), (0, 0, 0,±1) in R4. In general,
the volume of the n-dimensional cross-polytope is 2n/n!, shown by induction from the observation that
it equals 2n times the volume of the standard n-simplex (the convex hull of the origin and standard basis
of Rn). Thus, V (C) = 25/3 and we get exactly V (C)/V (N ) = 2/3 and

V (Q)
V (C) = 3π2

2 · 3
25 ≈ 1.3879131189. (26)

Our results agree with that of [49]. Also, these volumes give the probability ≈ 0.258609 on the task
of sampling nonlocal quantum correlations c ∈ Q \ C, if one were to use the translationally invariant
Lebegues measure to obtain a random point in N . For this task, a better approach is clearly to change
the measure to the unitarily invariant Haar measure, as studied in [50].

For the surface area, we get the volume of the N -faces as the well-known elliptope volume π2/2 [51].
For the volume of the curved tetrahedra (that is the one of the elliptope face, the pushout of the three
dimensional tetrahedron) we did not find a closed expression. Testing the numerical value for being a
simple fraction times a low power of π by continued fraction expansion also did not seem to give a simple
expression. The (Qnx) boundaries are directly expressed by the surface area of the elliptope. This area
is known to be 5π, by a direct calculation found on math.stackexchange.com.

3 Description of the Dual Body
The polar K◦ = {f | f ·c ≤ 1, c ∈ K} of a convex body K provides the description of K by the affine
inequalities it satisfies. Since K◦◦ = K, by [52, Thm. IV.1.5], this is a symmetric relation. We could ask
all the questions we studied so far about the three bodies C ⊂ Q ⊂ N also about their polars. For the
polars the inclusion is reversed, so N ◦ ⊂ Q◦ ⊂ C◦. The big surprise, which is a rather special feature of
the minimal case, is that this dual chain of inclusions is essentially the same as the original chain. We
will spell this out in detail. For now it just means the good news that much of the work is already done.

3.1 The duality transform
We first noticed the duality in the polytopes C ⊂ N from the observation that their face counts by
dimension (the f-vectors) are reversals of each other. Strengthening this to an isomorphism C ∼= N ◦ goes
as follows. We start from the inequalities describing N . These come from the 8 vertices of N ◦, which are

± (1, 0, 0, 0), ±(0, 1, 0, 0), ±(0, 0, 1, 0), ±(0, 0, 0, 1). (27)

These have to be identified with the vertices of C, i.e., the 8 even vertices of N itself. They are

± (1, 1, 1, 1), ±(1,−1, 1,−1), ±(1, 1,−1,−1), ±(1,−1,−1, 1). (28)

The following transformation H maps the points in (27) to those in (28). So we get C = 2HN ◦ with

H = 1
2

 1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1

 . (29)

Here we included the factor 1/2 so that H2 = 1. Since H∗ = H, this matrix is then also unitary, i.e., a
Hadamard matrix [53] (note different conventions for the normalization of such matrices though). Recall
two basic properties of polar duality: (sK)◦ = K◦/s for s 6= 0 and (UK)◦ = UK◦ for unitary U . This
makes it easy to write down the consequences of C = 2HN ◦ from dualization or multiplication with H:

N ◦ = 1
2HC and C◦ = 1

2HN . (30)

To visualize this duality, consider the left panel of Fig. 13. Since the section with the hyperplane {c12 =
c21} is also a projection, and duality swaps projection and intersection operations, this 3-dimensional
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Figure 13: Polar duals for the Alice-Bob symmetric sections shown in Fig. 2. The marked vertices of C◦

(blue cube frame) correspond to the facets of C in Fig. 2. The figure of Q◦ (right panel) is an affine
transformation of Q in Fig. 2. This expresses the self-duality.

picture faithfully represents the 4-dimensional polarity relations. The outer blue frame represents C◦,
the dual of the inner frame in Fig. 2 (Left). It is a cube whose vertices correspond to the facets of C.
They can thus correspond either to a CHSH-facet (marked in yellow) or to a N -facet (marked in black).
Overall, the figure looks like a rotation of its counterpart in Fig. 2. In 4 dimensions the required H is
exactly an orthogonal reflection. In the 3-dimensional section it is still a submatrix of a rotation, and
looks like a rotation because human 3D perception is highly capable of ignoring uneven affine stretching.

The right panel in Fig. 13 shows the pertinent section of the dual body Q◦. We can draw it using the
parametrized points f from Prop. 14. This mimics the right panel of Fig. 2, by the same transformation
as the one used for the polytopes. Indeed, this is true exactly, also for the full 4-dimensional body:

Proposition 13 (→Sect. 5.2) Q◦ = 1
2HQ.

This is Thm. 3, but with the matrix H spelled out. The linear transformation H is far from unique.
Indeed, if S1, S2 are matrices representing any of the symmetries from Sect. 2.4, then so are their trans-
poses. Hence H ′ = S1HS2, incidentally always again a Hadamard matrix, also maps the inclusion chain
to its dual. Note that S 7→ S′ = HSH−1 is an automorphism of the symmetry group which changes the
semidirect product decomposition, so multiplication by an even number of signs can become a permuta-
tion and conversely. In fact, H is just the Fourier transform in the discrete phase space representation
mentioned in Sect. 2.4, and in this picture it is the swap between position shifts and momentum shifts.

In the terminology of axiomatic quantum mechanics, this form of self-duality of a convex set is called
“weak self-duality” [54], as opposed to stronger forms with a canonical isomorphism between the set and
its dual, that is characteristic for Jordan algebra state spaces and in particular the quantum state space.
Can one strengthen Prop. 13 in that direction? Indeed, we already have a canonical mapping taking each
point c of a (Qqx) patch to the unique maximizer f , via Prop. 8 and Prop. 14. By multiplying H with
a symmetry of Q we can achieve that it takes the patch of c to the patch of f , but can we do it for all
patches simultaneously? The answer is no: A map with that property would have to commute with all
symmetries. Since our representation of the group G on R4 is irreducible, we would conclude that H is a
multiple of the identity. Another context of interest are normed spaces: Since −Q = Q, our convex body
Q is the unit ball of a norm in R4 and the dual normed space has unit ball Q◦. So we have an example
of a normed space that is isomorphic to its dual, a subject studied more generally, e.g., in [55].

After the completion of this work, we became aware of T. Fritz’s results [27] which extend the duality
of C and N to many parties and shows the impossibility of this duality for M,K > 2, i.e. scenarios with
more than two measurements or two outcomes. There it was stated that the self-duality of Q was also
known to C. Palazuelos and I. Villanueva (in a private communication), and that self-duality fails for the
analogously defined three-partite body, but leaving the possibility for N > 3.
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3.2 Parametrized extreme points of Q◦

The boundary patches (Qqx) of exposed extreme points have a unique maximizing functional f ∈ Q◦.
The parametrization by angles can be taken over directly.

Proposition 14 (→Sect. 5.3.2) Let α, β, γ, δ and c = (cosα, cosβ, cos γ, cos δ) satisfy the conditions of
Prop. 8. Define

f = (f11, f12, f21, f22) = 1
K

(
1

sinα,
1

sin β ,
1

sin γ ,
1

sin δ

)
, (31)

where K = cotα+ cotβ + cot γ + cot δ. Then f · c′ ≤ 1 for all c′ ∈ Q with equality if and only if c′ = c.
Moreover, the vector f is uniquely determined by this property.

Applying the duality transform to the point f in (31) gives again a point 2Hf ∈ Q of type (Qqx),
which in turn can be parametrized by angles. The resulting map Φ from one tetrahedron of angles to
another expresses the duality of boundary points.

For a concrete computation let T be the tetrahedron defined by α, β, γ,−δ = α + β + γ ∈ (0, π).
Denote θ = (α, β, γ, δ) and write c(θ) and f(θ) for the images in Prop. 8 and Prop. 14. We obtain a
self-map Φ : T → T with the property

2H f(θ) = c(Φ(θ)). (32)

By definition, this map will commute with the permutations of vertices of T , which extend to symmetries
of Q. By self-duality it is also its own inverse. This map is visualized in Fig. 14.

By symmetry, these properties uniquely fix the map also for other (Qqx)-patches. When doing this
concretely, one has to observe that whereas the association of f with the unique maximizer c is a property
of Q, the concrete parametrization of the tetrahedra involves a convention, and depends on the choice of
self-duality operator H. Therefore in solving (32) for Φ(θ), on any of the tetrahedra in Fig. 9, one has to
carefully pick the branches of the arccos function.

Figure 14: The map Φ from the tetrahedron T to itself: The triangular meshes on the left are mapped
to the surfaces on the right. The figure on the right has been truncated so that the image surfaces can
be seen. Since Φ commutes with vertex permutations, analogous surfaces can be drawn between any
tetrahedron face and the opposing vertex. Since Φ2 is the identity, the diagrams can also be read from
right to left.

The map Φ is continuous and even analytic on the open tetrahedron. But it does not have a continuous
extension to the closure of the tetrahedron. Indeed, a glance at (31) shows that when one of the angles
in θ goes to zero, and the others to values not in {0, π}, the image Φ(θ) approaches the opposite vertex.
Hence the whole open part of the bottom face on the left goes to a single point. This is evident from
Fig. 14 in the form that most of the triangles in the evenly spaced triangulation close to the base triangle
end up close to the top vertex. Similarly, when θ approaches a point on the edge, the limit of Φ(θ)
depends on the direction from which the edge is approached.
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3.3 Dualized descriptions
We can now apply the duality transform to each of the previous subsections to get analogues for Q◦ of all
the statements made about Q. There is no simple analogue of the pushout. The cosine parametrization
of the curved tetrahedra was already given an analogue in Prop. 14 (not via duality transform).

Consider the polynomials (17) and (19) of the semialgebraic description. Since f = (f11, f12, f21, f22) ∈
Q◦ is equivalent to 2Hf ∈ Q, we need to consider these polynomials after substituting c 7→ 2Hf . Note
that such a substitution takes polynomials which are invariant under the symmetry group to polynomials
with the same property. Moreover, by linearity of the substitution, homogeneous polynomials of some
degree go to homogeneous polynomials of the same degree. This constrains the number of polynomials we
need to consider. The invariant polynomials of degree two are proportional to |c|2 = c2

11 + c2
12 + c2

21 + c2
22,

and since H is orthogonal, this goes to itself under substitution. Among the quartics we need to consider
the product p(c) = c11c12c21c22 that already appeared in Thm. 2. Under substitution it becomes

q(f) = p(2Hf) = (f11+f12+f21+f22)(f11−f12+f21−f22)(f11+f12−f21−f22)(f11−f12−f21+f22). (33)

This is the quartic part in (19). The sextic part of h is the polynomial k from Thm. 2. This is self-dual in
the sense that k(2Hf) = 64k(f). With these building blocks, the polynomials describing Q and Q◦ are

h(c) = 4k(c)− q(c), h◦(f) := 1
256 h(2Hf) = k(f)− p(f),

g(c) = 2− |c|2 + 2p(c), g◦(f) := 1
2 g(2Hf) = 1− 2|f |2 + q(f).

(34)

We conclude that f ∈ Q◦ if and only if 2Hf ∈ N and ( g◦(f) ≥ 0 or h◦(f) ≥ 0 ).
Describing Q◦ as a spectrahedral shadow is done in general by the dual semidefinite hierarchy [26].

Indeed, the dual of a spectrahedral shadow is again of this form [18, Remark 5.43]. This holds because
the operations of linear section and projection change roles under dualization, and the semidefinite cone
is anyhow self-dual. In terms of matrix completion problems, where the primal matrix has unspecified
entries (a subspace constraint), the dual matrix has zeros (resulting from the dual projection). In the
case at hand, the unspecified entries u, v in C become zeros in the dual matrix, which we call F . The
condition that the diagonal entries of C are 1 dualizes to constraint on the trace of F . This gives:

Proposition 15 (→Sect. 5.2) A point f = (f11, f12, f21, f22) lies in the dual body Q◦ if and only if there
exist nonnegative real numbers p1, p2, p3, p4 with

∑4
i=1 pi = 2 such that

F =


p1 0 −f11 −f12
0 p2 −f21 −f22
−f11 −f21 p3 0
−f12 −f22 0 p4

 ≥ 0. (35)

Moreover, there exists a completion satisfying the above constraints, and additionally p1+p2 = p3+p4 = 1.
This condition is automatically satisfied for all boundary points.

Indeed, one checks that trCF = 2−2f ·c holds for C from (22), so trCF ≥ 0 is equivalent to f ·c ≤ 1.

3.4 The normal cycle
The definition of the polar suggests to look at the incidence relation between points c ∈ Q and f ∈ Q◦
for which the inequality c · f ≤ 1 is tight. For a fixed f , this naturally answers the question about what
correlation maximizes this (Bell) inequality, and for a fixed c, the question which (Bell) inequality contain
this as a maximizer. The resulting set is called the normal cycle [45, 46].

Given any convex body K in Rd, which contains the origin in its interior, the normal cycle is defined as

N(K) =
{

(c, f) ∈ ∂K × ∂K◦ | c · f = 1
}
. (36)

This integrates K and K◦ into a single structure, but it is useful far beyond this role. Importantly for
our project, it gives a unified description of curved manifolds and polyhedral kinks, both of which are
features of the correlation body Q. It appears that this structure is not so well known in the quantum
community. Therefore we begin with a brief description for an arbitrary K before specializing to Q.
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Fixing c to range over a subset A ⊂ ∂K leaves f to range over a closed face of K◦. We denote by
A⊥ = {f ∈ K◦ | ∀c ∈ A : c·f = 1 } the set incident to A. We use the orthogonality symbol, and call A⊥
the face orthogonal to A, although the relation is not given by the vanishing of a scalar product, unless
we work in projective geometry, with homogenous coordinates and cones instead of convex sets (see [46]).
The relation behaves in many ways like an orthogonality relation: Since A ⊂ B implies B⊥ ⊂ A⊥, and
A ⊂ B⊥ ⇔ B ⊂ A⊥, the map A 7→ (A⊥)⊥ is a closure operation, taking A to the smallest face of the
form B⊥ containing it. This implies A⊥⊥⊥ = A⊥. An exposed face is by definition a set of the form {x}⊥.

Let us look at the two extreme cases of convex sets: First, we have strictly convex sets with smooth
boundary whose only faces are exposed singletons {c}. Here, N(K) is the graph of a homeomorphic
identification of ∂K with ∂K◦. At each point we can introduce coordinates so that ∂K is the graph of
a convex function. To second order it is given near c by a quadratic form, containing the curvature
information. Dually, ∂K◦ is given near f by the Legendre transform, hence the inverse quadratic form.
Physicists are familiar with this reciprocity from the kinetic energy forms of Lagrange and Hamilton
mechanics. In the limit, where curvature goes to zero in some directions, the dual curvature form
diverges, corresponding to kinks of the dual manifold. Carrying this further, one gets to a situation
where all curvature is concentrated on lower dimensional manifolds. This happens for polytopes.

For a polytope K, the lattice of closed faces is neatly ordered by dimension, and A 7→ A⊥ is an order
reversing bijection of face lattices. Although the normal cycle is far from being a convex set, given that
c · f = 1 is nonlinear, for every k-dimensional face F , the set F ×F⊥ ⊂ N(K) is a polytope of dimension
k + (d− k − 1) = d− 1. Consider the 4-cube N and the demicube C = N ◦. Their common normal cycle
N(N ) = N(C) consists of 80 strata, one for each of the 8 + 24 + 32 + 16 pairs (F, F⊥), where F ⊂ ∂C and
F⊥ ⊂ ∂N are faces. For instance, if dim(F ) = 2 then dim(F⊥) = 1 and F × F⊥ is a triangular prism.

Let us clarify the word strata. Consider an arbitrary semialgebraic set S. As a consequence of the
Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (see, e.g., [56, Theorem 2.3.6]), the set S can be decomposed as
a finite disjoint union of strata S = ∪Ni=1Ci with dimCi = di. Each stratum Ci is semialgebraically
homeomorphic to (0, 1)di . Moreover, the closure of Ci in S is given by the union of Ci with some other
Cj such that dj < di. Note that the decomposition of S into these strata is far from unique.

The power of the normal cycle lies in the uniform treatment covering the whole range of convex bodies
from polytopes to smooth. Indeed, for any compact convex d-dimensional set K containing the origin
in its interior, N(K) is always a (d − 1)-dimensional (Lipschitz Legendrian) submanifold of R2d [57].
Moreover, the map K 7→ N(K) is continuous in the Hausdorff metric for sets. This makes the normal
cycle a remarkably stable structure under approximations either by smooth manifolds or by polytopes.

The normal cycle plays the role of the normal bundle for more general geometric objects. It was
defined by Federer [58] for sets of positive reach. These include convex bodies but also much crazier sets.
It is an important tool from geometric measure theory, used for defining curvature measures [59, 60].
This is related to the classic result of Steiner, who noted that the volume of the smooth approximation to
a body, which one gets as the union of all balls of small radius r centered on the body, is a polynomial in
r, whose coefficients relate to curvature of different dimensionality. On the other hand, stable polyhedral
approximations are needed in visualization, computer graphics and computational anatomy (see [61, 62,
63]). Recently, the normal cycle has also emerged as a key player in convex algebraic geometry [45, 46].

If a convex body K ⊂ Rd is semialgebraic, then its normal cycle N(K) is semialgebraic as well, by [46,
Theorem 1.7]. Moreover, N(K) admits a finite semialgebraic stratification whose top-dimensional strata
are (d − 1)-dimensional. To recognize the nonlinear nature of the normal cycle, we also introduce the
algebraic normal cycle N(K). This is, by definition, the Zariski closure [64] of the normal cycle. It is a
(d − 1)-dimensional subvariety [64] of the complex space C2d, modeled by conormal varieties as in [46,
Section 2]. The radical ideal [64] of the algebraic normal cycle is the intersection of the prime ideals [64]
associated to the various strata. If K is a polytope then each such prime ideal is generated by the linear
polynomials in c that vanish on F , the linear polynomials in f that vanish on F⊥, plus one bilinear
polynomial c · f − 1.

Our goal is to describe the normal cycle N(Q) of the correlation body Q. We describe a stratification
of N(Q) that mirrors the stratification of Q in Prop. 7. The symbol (Qnn,mm) will represent the set of
points (c, f) in N(Q) such that c ∈(Qnn) and f ∈(Qmm), for the families from Prop. 7.

Proposition 16 The normal cycle N(Q) is divided into 24 = 8 + 8 + 8 strata of dimension 3 whose types
are (Qqx,qx), (Qei,cx), (Qcx,ei). These threefolds are separated by 88 = 32 + 32 + 24 surfaces (Qnx,cx),
(Qcx,nx), (Qce,ce). The eight strata of type (Qqx,qx) belong to the same irreducible component of the
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algebraic normal cycle N(Q), so the radical ideal of N(Q) is the intersection of 17 = 1+8+8 prime ideals.

All these features are made more explicit in Table 1. The labels refer to the strata of ∂Q (cf. Prop. 7).

c is a point of type (Qqx) (Qcx) (Qei) (Qce) (Qnx)
{c}⊥ is a set of type {f}, f ∈(Qqx) [Qei] (Qcx) [Qce] (Qcx)
{c}⊥⊥ is a set of type {c} {c} [Qei] [Qce] [Qei]

dim{c}⊥⊥ 0 0 3 1 3
dim of face generated by c 0 0 3 1 0

dim{c}⊥ 0 3 0 1 0
dim of manifold of such faces 3 0 0 0 2

sum of these dimensions 3 3 3 2 2
number of open strata in N(Q) 8 8 8 24 32

irreducible components in N(Q) 1 8 8 0 0

Table 1: Classification of boundary points c ∈ ∂Q, in the notation of Prop. 7, and what they correspond
to in the normal cycle N(Q). The first three columns give the full-dimensional strata of N(Q). The
last two columns are two of the three strata of dimension 2. The fact that the stratum (Qcx,nx) does
not appear here reflects the non-exposed nature of (Qnx).

The extreme points (Qqx) and their duals are both zero dimensional, hence maximally violate the
typical counts for dual faces of polytopes. This is made up for by having a manifold of such points, so
the local dimension of N(Q) is still d − 1 = 3. It is also clear, from the pushout transformation, that a
tradeoff between manifold dimension and the dimensions of individual face pairs must be possible.

We now briefly discuss the strata (Qce) and (Qnx) in the fourth and fifth column of Table 1. These are
surfaces in the threefold N(Q). Points c on the surfaces (Qnx) are supported only by the linear functional
that supports the entire elliptope, which is {c}⊥⊥. Hence there are 32 surfaces (Qnx,cx) in N(Q). Dually,
we also get 32 surfaces of type (Qcx,nx). These do not appear in Table 1 because the faces of type (Qnx)
are not exposed and thus cannot be realized as {f}⊥. This feature is highlighted by the jump in the
dimension of {c}⊥⊥ for c ∈(Qnx). All 64 surfaces arise as the intersection of the closure of (Qqx,qx) with
the closure of a stratum (Qei,cx) or (Qcx,ei). Each intersection produces four such surfaces.

The exposed edges (Qce) of Q are supported by one-dimensional families of normal directions. These
are the exposed edges (Qce) on Q◦. We therefore have 24 squares of type (Qce,ce) in N(Q). Each square
separates two 3-dimensional strata of type (Qei,cx) and (Qcx,ei). In addition to the 64 curved triangles
of type (Qnx,cx) or (Qcx,nx), this accounts for all 2-dimensional cells in our stratification of N(Q).

The 3-dimensional strata of N(Q) give the irreducible components of the algebraic normal cycle N(Q).
We begin with the most nonlinear stratum, denoted (Qqx,qx). This stratum is characterized by Prop. 8
and Prop. 14. It is parametrized by angles α, β, γ, δ that add up to 0 modulo 2π, and it consists of pairs
(c, f) where c satisfies (16) and f satisfies (31). Its Zariski closure is an irreducible threefold in C8. Its
prime ideal is generated by 17 polynomials. The first three of these 17 generators are familiar:

` = c11f11 + c12f12 + c21f21 + c22f22 − 1,
h = 4(c11c22 − c12c21)(c11c21 − c12c22)(c11c12 − c21c22)

−(c11+c12−c21−c22)(c11−c12+c21−c22)(c11−c12−c21+c22)(c11+c12+c21+c22),
h◦ = f11f12f21f22 − (f11f22−f12f21)(f11f21−f12f22)(f11f12−f21f22).
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The remaining 14 generators of our prime ideal are the following polynomials:

c2
11f

2
11 − c2

22f
2
22 − f2

11 + f2
22,

c21f11f12f21 + c22f11f12f22 + c11f11f21f22 + c12f12f21f22,
c2

11f11f12 − c2
21f21f22 − c12c21f12f22 + c11c22f12f22 − f11f12 + f21f22,

c2
11f11f21 − c2

12f12f22 − c12c21f21f22 + c11c22f21f22 − f11f21 + f12f22,
c2

12f11f12 − c2
21f21f22 − c11c21f11f22 + c12c22f11f22 − f11f12 + f21f22,

c2
12f12f21 − c2

11f11f22 − c11c21f21f22 + c12c22f21f22 − f12f21 + f11f22,
c2

21f11f21 − c2
12f12f22 − c11c12f11f22 + c21c22f11f22 − f11f21 + f12f22,

c2
21f12f21 − c2

11f11f22 − c11c12f12f22 + c21c22f12f22 − f12f21 + f11f22,
(c11c

2
12 + c11c

2
21 + c11c

2
22 − 2c12c21c22)f11 + c3

12f12 + c3
21f21 + c3

22f22 − 1,
c11c12f12f21 − c21c22f12f21 + c12c21f21f22 − c11c22f21f22 + c2

12f12f22 − c2
22f12f22,

c12c21f11f21 − c11c22f11f21 + c11c21f11f22 − c12c22f11f22 + c2
21f21f22 − c2

22f21f22,
c12c21f11f12 − c11c22f11f12 + c11c12f11f22 − c21c22f11f22 + c2

12f12f22 − c2
22f12f22,

(c3
12−c2

11c12−c12c
2
21−c12c

2
22+2c11c21c22)f12 − (c3

22−c2
11c22−c2

12c22−c2
21c22+2c11c12c21)f22,

(c3
21−c2

11c21−c2
12c21−c21c

2
22+2c11c12c22)f21 − (c3

22−c2
11c22−c2

12c22−c2
21c22+2c11c12c21)f22.

This list was generated by computer algebra as follows. We start from a list of polynomials that cuts out
N(Q) as a subset of C8. That list consists of `, h, h◦ and the twelve 2× 2 minors of the two matrices(

c11 c12 c21 c22
∂h◦/∂f11 ∂h◦/∂f11 ∂h◦/∂f21 ∂h◦/∂f21

)
and

(
f11 f12 f21 f22

∂h/∂c11 ∂h/∂c11 ∂h/∂c21 ∂h/∂c21

)
.

The respective rows are linearly dependent for any pair (c, f) of supporting linear functions. The resulting
ideal has the desired prime ideal as its radical, by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz. We computed that radical.

We now describe the other components of the variety N(Q). The eight strata (Qei,cx) consist of
points (c, f) where one of the entries of f is ±1 and the others are 0. This linear functional f exposes
one of the elliptopes in ∂Q. For example, consider f = (1, 0, 0, 0). The prime ideal of this component is

〈f11 − 1, f12, f21, f22, c11 − 1〉.

The corresponding stratum in the semialgebraic set N(Q) satisfies the additional cubic inequality

c2
12 + c2

21 + c2
22 − 2c12c21c22 ≤ 1. (37)

The boundary of the elliptope, seen inside N(Q), separates (Qei,cx) from the nonlinear stratum (Qqx,qx).
By duality, there are also eight strata (Qcx,ei) in the normal cycle N(Q). Now, the elliptopes appear in

the f -coordinates and c is one of the 8 classical extreme points (Qcx). These are obtained by exchanging
the roles of f and c, using the linear transformation H. The ideal of one of the components (Qcx,ei) is

〈c11 − 1, c12 − 1, c21 − 1, c22 − 1, f11 + f12 + f21 + f22 − 1〉.

The semialgebraic description of this stratum is obtained by setting c = 2Hf in the cubic inequality (37).

3.5 Support function and gauge function
Two real valued functions are commonly used to describe a convex set K. The first is the gauge function
γK of the set [52]. It measures how far we have to go along a ray in some direction until we leave the
set. The best known example is a norm as determined from its unit ball. The gauge function γK is the
reciprocal of another well-known function in convex geometry: the radial function of the body.

The other standard measure is the maximum of a given linear functional over the given set. This is
called the support function φK. In short, for any convex body K with 0 in its interior, we consider:

γK(x) = inf {λ ≥ 0 | x ∈ λK}, (38)
φK(f) = sup {f · x | x ∈ K}. (39)

Both functions are homogeneous of degree 1. From (38) we recover K = {x | γK(x) ≤ 1}, and dually
K◦ = {f | φK(f) ≤ 1}. Hence, the support function of K is the gauge functional of K◦. By self-duality, the
two functions are closely related for K = Q. In the sequel we study φ = φQ, and we drop the subscript.
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Since the set Q has two markedly different kinds of boundary points, the support function requires
a binary distinction concerning a functional f : Will maxc∈Q f · c be attained at a classical point or at
an exposed extreme point? The answer is the same for all multiples of f , including −f , so we are really
asking about the projective geometry of the boundary points of Q◦, which is visualized for Q in Fig. 8.
The separating surfaces are the images of the [Qnx] surfaces. Note that (after the identification of f with
−f) there are four such surfaces. We can therefore not expect a simple algebraic relation to mark the
distinction: Each of the elliptope boundaries has a Zariski completion with multiple additional irrelevant
components overlapping the division Fig. 8, so some careful sifting of inequalities is needed.

Once we know the nature of the maximizer, however, the computation of φ is straightforward. In the
first case, it is the maximum of an affine functional over the 8 vertices of C. Namely, φ(f) = φC(f) with

φC(f) = max{f · c | c ∈ ∂eC}
= max{|f11+f12+f21+f22|, |f11+f12−f21−f22|, |f11−f12+f21−f22|, |f11−f12−f21+f22|}
= ‖2Hf‖∞, (40)

In the second line, we grouped the maxima over a pair of antipodal classical extreme points by writing
an absolute value. In the third line, ‖·‖∞ denotes the maximum norm on R4. This case applies exactly
when the ray R f intersects the boundary of Q◦ in an N -facet.

The other possibility is that the ray intersects the boundary in a curved tetrahedron. In this case we
think of φ as the gauge function of Q◦. We need to determine the intersection point of the ray {λf} with
∂Q◦. This point is in the zero set of h◦. The equation h◦(λf) = 0 in (34) is readily solved for λ, using
the splitting of h◦ into homogeneous parts. We get λ6k(f)− λ4p(f) = 0, so in this case λ = φ(f) is

φ̃(f) =

√
k(f)
p(f) . (41)

This function is homogeneous of degree 1, as required. The above heuristics is made precise in the
following proposition, which extends Thm. 2:

Proposition 17 (→Sect. 5.4) For any f ∈ R4\{0}, the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) The ray {λf} intersects the boundary of Q◦ in a point of type (Qqx).

(2) Some point c ∈ Q maximizing f · c is of type (Qqx).

(3) We have p(f) < 0 and
m(f) = min

i,j=1,2
|fij |

( ∑
i,j=1,2

|fij |−1
)
> 2. (42)

(4) We have p(f) < 0 and

m̃(f) =
( 1
f11

+ 1
f12

+ 1
f21

+ 1
f22

)( 1
f11

+ 1
f12
− 1
f21
− 1
f22

)( 1
f11
− 1
f12

+ 1
f21
− 1
f22

)( 1
f11
− 1
f12
− 1
f21

+ 1
f22

)
< 0.

(5) Perform a symmetry transformation (even number of sign changes) so that the maximum (40) of
f · c over C is attained at the extreme point c = (1, 1, 1, 1), i.e., φC(f) = f11+f12+f21+f22. Then

f11f12f21 + f11f12f22 + f11f21f22 + f12f21f22 < 0. (43)

In this case the support function of Q is φ(f) = φ̃(f) from (41), otherwise φ(f) = φC(f) from (40).
In the domain described by Prop. 17, the maximizer of φ(f) is a unique exposed point c∗ ∈ Q. An

explicit formula f 7→ c∗ would correspond to solving for c given f in the system of 17 polynomials defining
the stratum (Qqx,qx) in N(Q). In terms of the angle parametrization of boundary pieces, it is essentially
the self-dual counterpart of the map Φ sketched in Fig. 14.

We also numerically checked that our formula for the support function agrees with Tsirelson’s for-
mula [7]

φT (f) =



∑
ij |fij | if p(f) ≥ 0∑
ij |fij | − 2 minij |fij | if p(f) < 0 and m(f) ≤ 2,√(∑

ij f
2
ij

)
+ |p(f)|

(∑
ij f
−2
ij

)
if p(f) < 0 and m(f) ≥ 2,

(44)
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but we were not able to reconstruct his proof.

4 Quantum Connections
We now return to Sect. 1.1, and we discuss what our geometric findings on Q mean for quantum theory.
We begin by exhibiting explicit quantum models for the extremal points c of type (Qqx). In Sect. 4.2
we examine what geometric features of some point c ∈ Q make it suitable for quantum key distribution.
Actually, the extremal correlations have much stronger uniqueness properties, known as self-testing. We
state these in Sect. 4.3. This is followed by a short reflection on the historical role of the elliptope case.

4.1 Quantum models
We introduced the convex body Q as the set of quantum correlations. We then mostly studied necessary
conditions, i.e., consequences of the quantum form. But in order to show the sufficiency of any such
condition, we must construct explicit quantum models. In this section we write out a parametrized
family of quantum models, that realizes all points described in Prop. 8. That such a simple family
already exhausts the extreme points of Q is, of course, a special feature of the minimal 222 case. In a
sense which we will describe in Sect. 4.3, this family is actually the only one realizing the non-classical
extreme points of Q.

Using the notation introduced in Sect. 1.1, we set m = 4 and H = C4. Algebraically, a quantum state
is a positive semidefinite 4× 4 matrix ρ with trace 1. For the density operator, we fix it as the rank one
matrix with entries ραβ = ΨαΨβ , defined by the unit vector

Ψ =
(

0 , 1√
2
, − 1√

2
, 0
)T

. (45)

The measurements of the two parties are represented by the following real symmetric 4× 4 matrices:

A1 =

cos(α) 0 sin(α) 0
0 cos(α) 0 sin(α)

sin(α) 0 − cos(α) 0
0 sin(α) 0 − cos(α)

 , A2 =

 cos(γ) 0 − sin(γ) 0
0 cos(γ) 0 − sin(γ)

− sin(γ) 0 − cos(γ) 0
0 − sin(γ) 0 − cos(γ)

 ,

B1 =

−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1

 , B2 =

− cos(α+ β) − sin(α+ β) 0 0
− sin(α+ β) cos(α+ β) 0 0

0 0 − cos(α+ β) − sin(α+ β)
0 0 − sin(α+ β) cos(α+ β)

 .

These matrices satisfy the hypotheses stated in (1). We now compute the four correlations cij in (2).

Lemma 18 The point c with parameters (α, β, γ, δ) in Prop. 8, even without the inequality constraint on
∆, satisfies cij = tr(ρAiBj).

This is a formal identity, for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2, and can be checked using computer algebra. However,
this takes time and some careful typing, and is the approach of minimal insight. It is better to remember
the physics, and to realize that this family is the “minimal” quantum model at the historical root of
the subject. It arises naturally when Alice and Bob each see the polarization degree of freedom of a
pair of photons, or the spin degree of freedom of a spin-1/2 particle, and their measurements are just
polarization (or spin component) measurements. The only interesting quantity is then the angle between
the orientations of the polarizers, and the correlation is just the cosine of this angle. In this form it was
already used in John Bell’s first paper [4], and in the work of CHSH [5]. The problem that needed to
be solved for these authors was to adjust the angles in order to maximize the violation of the CHSH
inequality. What we claim here is that the same physical setup suffices to realize the entire quantum
correlation body Q.

To see how this family is “minimal”, note that when either Alice or Bob holds a classical system, for
instance if the observables A1 and A2 commute, no entangled states are possible. This even characterizes
classical systems [65]. Therefore only classical correlations can be constructed. Hence Alice’s and Bob’s
subsystems need at least 2-dimensional Hilbert spaces. Since [Ai, Bj ] = 0, these subsystems must be
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combined in a tensor product, so H = C2 ⊗ C2 = C4. Actually, we can take the Ai and Bj , as well as
the density operator ρ, to be real rather than complex, so the Hilbert space is actually R4. Of course,
for almost all of quantum physics, e.g., the Schrödinger equation, this would be an untenable restriction.
As shown only recently, there are even correlation experiments of just the type considered here (only not
minimal) that prove that “real quantum mechanics” is insufficient [66]. With the further simplification
that A2

i = B2
j = 1, these matrices must be given on each side by reflections in planar geometry, a one

parameter family. Explicitly, the reflections are

M(τ) :=
(

cos(τ) sin(τ)
sin(τ) − cos(τ)

)
= cos(τ) · σ3 + sin(τ) · σ1 for τ ∈ [0, 2π]. (46)

The matrices above are then A1 = M(α)⊗1, A2 = M(−γ)⊗1, B1 = 1⊗M(π), and B2 = 1⊗M(α+β+π).
The state ρ must be entangled. We choose a maximally entangled one, which is by definition pure on

the whole system, ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ|, and maximally mixed on the subsystems, i.e. for any matrix A we have

〈Ψ|(A⊗ 1)Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|(1⊗A)Ψ〉 = tr(A)/2. (47)

This would be too special for the full marginals case [67]. But here we can get away with it, and even fix
the vector Ψ in (45) for the whole family. This is the unique vector (up to scaling) which is antisymmetric
with respect to the exchange of the two tensor factors. For any matrix A, the vector (A⊗ A)Ψ is again
antisymmetric. Hence (A ⊗ A)Ψ = ε(A)Ψ, for some homogeneous quadratic function ε, which is also
multiplicative, i.e., equals the determinant. Inserting for A a one-parameter subgroup of SU(2), i.e.,
A = exp(itM) for traceless M , we find that ε(A) = 1 is constant. Hence, in first order in t, we have
(M ⊗ 1+ 1⊗M)Ψ = 0. Applying this to the matrices from (46) and combining with (47) we thus find

tr
(
ρM(u)⊗M(v)

)
= 〈Ψ|M(u)⊗M(v)Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|(M(u)M(v))⊗ 1Ψ〉
= tr

(
M(u)M(v)

)
/2 = − cos(u− v). (48)

The last identity is seen by observing that tr(ABT ) is the standard scalar product in matrix space, and
using the addition theorem for the cosine, or, geometrically that the product of reflection across lines at
an angle u− v is the rotation by that angle. Inserting the choice of angles after (46) gives the result.

4.2 Geometric aspects of quantum key distribution
Quantum key distribution (QKD) is an important task in quantum information technology [68]. It
furnishes the main practical reason for studying the body Q. Here we discuss geometric features that are
fundamental for that task. The goal of QKD is for two distant parties, Alice and Bob, to utilize quantum
correlations for generating a key which is guaranteed to be secret from any eavesdropper, here called
Eve. Eve is only assumed to be constrained by the laws of quantum mechanics, but otherwise enjoys
every possible freedom. In particular, she is allowed to manipulate the correlated systems on which
the scheme is based, the quantum channels by which they are transmitted, and even the measurement
devices. She also gets a copy of the communications exchanged between Alice and Bob. However, she
can only read these but not change them. One must also assume that once the data collection starts,
Eve cannot reach into Alice’s and Bob’s lab and access their measurement settings or outcomes. Indeed,
if Eve could do that, she would not even need to bother with the whole quantum setup, or she could
play a trivial woman-in-the middle attack, and secrecy would be obviously impossible. So the rules of
the game force her to gain at least some information from the quantum systems. According to the laws
of quantum mechanics, this introduces a disturbance detectable by Alice and Bob. When they do detect
such deviations from the expected statistics the key distribution has failed. Eve can always achieve that,
but this is counted as a failure for her, because she will also not learn any secrets.

We want to show here that the minimal setup in this paper is already sufficient to support QKD.
Moreover, the main security argument is based directly on the geometry of Q. In undisturbed operation
the setup leads to some correlations c ∈ Q. Alice and Bob will use a random sample of their particles to
verify this via the public classical channel, and will abort the process if they find significant deviations
from c. We claim that QKD is possible whenever c is a non-classical extreme point (cf. [69])

Suppose Alice and Bob test their correlations and find them to be such a point c ∈ ∂eQ. What could
Eve know about their measurement results? Let ε be a random variable that summarizes her findings.
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The conditional correlation cε is the 2×2 matrix that pertains to those cases where Eve found ε. We have
cε ∈ Q since Eve is constrained by quantum mechanics. Combining the data with the probabilities pε
for observing ε, we get c =

∑
ε pε cε. But since c is extremal, all cε that appear with nonzero probability

must be equal to c. That is the same as saying that ε is statistically independent of Alice’s and Bob’s
information. So while Eve knows ε, she learns nothing about c.

Note, however, that the argument applies equally to classical extreme points. Only, in that case the
extreme points are completely deterministic. In the case of deterministic agreement probabilities indeed
factorize, say cij = aibj . With cij ∈ {0, 1} and ai, bj ∈ [0, 1], this factorization would be 1 · 1 = 1
or 0 · 0 = 0. Of course, this is utterly useless for drawing a secret key. So what Alice and Bob use to
generate the key are the non-trivial correlations that may be present in non-classical extreme points. Any
non-classical correlation is fine for that purpose, since this may be further distilled into perfect agreement.

Note also that in case of non-classical extremal points, any pair (out of four) of measurement settings
can be chosen to be the “key (generating) basis" due to the very definition of cryptographic security [69].
Weakening this to only the existence of one pair of measurement settings that is uncorrelated with Eve
still supports a perfect QKD protocol. This necessitates moving to the full 8-dimensional body where
a non-extremal point P has been shown to exhibit this phenomenon [70]. Intuitively, this means while
the behaviour P admits a nontrivial convex decomposition P =

∑
pεPε, Eve does not gain additional

information in the key basis: Pε(a, b|key) = P (a, b|key) for all a, b, ε; she only has an advantage in other
pairs of settings where the outcomes are not used for making a pair of secret key.

The full analysis of QKD takes not only error correction into account, but also the overhead of
statistically verifying that the given source is really described by c. This necessarily involves errors, and
the experimental implementation will have additional errors of its own. The analysis, done carefully also
for c sufficiently close to ∂eQ, results not in a blanket statement that Eve will know “nothing”, but in a
quantitative bound on how much she might know in the worst case. So, in addition to error correction
(getting the keys to be really the same) one needs “privacy amplification”, a process that had already
been studied in purely classical settings [71] prior to the advent of QKD. The traditional information
theoretic view focuses on rates in the asymptotic regime, i.e., for a large number of exchanged raw
key bits. This systematically neglects the overhead of reliably estimating c. This can be considerable
in real, and therefore finite, runs. A usable QKD security proof always has to include the finite key
analysis, and all imperfections. This is far beyond the current paper, and we refer to [72, 73]. To connect
with the literature, we emphasize that here we have described “device independent” QKD, for which
the experimental entrance ticket is a “loophole free” Bell test, which has been achieved only recently
[74, 2, 75]. Nevertheless, recent advances on the theoretical side [72, 36, 73] have resulted in proof-of-
principle experiments such as [76, 77, 78] with varying degree of closeness to “loophole free". On the other
hand, systems not realizing the ideal of device independence are already commercially available (see [79,
Section 3.2]).

Coming back to the geometric features ofQ relevant for QKD, we can first see some of the tradeoffs that
enter the choice of c ∈ Q. Choosing c of type (Qnx) might seem advantageous, because then the outcomes
of Alice and Bob agree for one of the settings, making the error correcting step superfluous. However,
this comes at the price of moving closer to C, so that relatively low noise may make privacy amplification
harder. The traditional working point therefore has been the c from (5), maximally violating a CHSH
inequality. As an exposed point this seems to simplify the tomography, because only one combination of
correlations needs to be estimated. But this actually leaves unnecessary leeway in the tangent directions,
which are only fixed to

√
ε, when the correlation is fixed to order ε. It is therefore better to use all the

correlation data, rather than focusing on just one linear combination.
We further have to correct a simplification in the above argument for non-classical extreme points. It

really applies only to the full statistics of Alice’s and Bob’s measurements including marginals, i.e., the
8-dimensional body of which Q is a projection. The key must be generated from the local measurement
data, not just the combined outcomes entering a correlation. So it will be important to get extremality
of c ∈ Q also when it is extended to 8 dimensions with zero marginals. This will be done in the following
section, in particular in items (4),(5) of Thm. 19.

4.3 Uniqueness of quantum models
What can we deduce about the uniqueness of quantum realization of points in Q? Prima facie there is
no reason for any uniqueness. In Sect. 4 we made special choices to realize the extreme points somehow.
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Why m = 4 in Lem. 18? Why not m = 3? What about m = ∞? That there is limited choice if we
try to find realizations in minimal dimension says very little about the non-uniqueness if we allow more
spacious Hilbert spaces. We begin by noting that there are some trivial ways in which uniqueness fails:

• Unitary transformation
This refers to a change of basis in the Hilbert space H. It makes the quantum model looks different
but does not change the correlations cij . They are invariants of the action of the unitary group
U(m) on quintuples of matrices (ρ,A1, A2, B1, B2) as in Sect. 1.1, with H = Cm. Two unitarily
equivalent models, i.e., two quintuples in the same U(m)-orbit, are considered to be “the same”.

• Expansion
This means enlarging the Hilbert space H of the model by an additional summand H0 where the
states act trivially. If we use the space H ⊕H0, the state ρ ⊕ 0 and the observables Ai ⊕ A0

i and
Bj ⊕B0

j , with A0
i and B0

j arbitrary, provided (1) still holds, then the correlations do not change.

• Adding multiplicity
This means enlarging H by an additional tensor factor where the measurement acts trivially. If we
use H⊗Hν with Ai⊗1, Bj ⊗1, and a state ρ̃ whose partial trace over the second factor is ρ, then
the correlation do not change. Writing the tensor product as a direct sum with respect to a basis
of Hν makes this a direct sum of possibly correlated copies of the given model.

The best we can hope for is uniqueness of the quantum model for c up to these three operations. This
is Condition (2) in Thm. 19 below. Condition (1) is the cryptographic security discussed in Sect. 4.2, i.e.,
anything an eavesdropper might know is statistically independent of c. Remarkably, the two conditions
are equivalent. Moreover, cryptographic security is extended in (4) to all measurements made with
observables in the algebra A generated by A1, A2, B1, B2. The central condition is (3), the uniqueness of
a certain kind of model, defined by removing the redundancy of the operations of expansion and adding
multiplicity. These cyclic models are defined by the property that ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ| is pure and Ψ is cyclic for
the operators Ai, Bj , i.e., we get a dense subspace of H by acting with these operators repeatedly on Ψ.

Uniqueness results like Thm. 19 appear in the literature under the keyword self-testing [28, 34]. This
indicates that the correlations can be used cryptographically without first verifying that the devices act
as they should, or that the prepared state is as planned: Security is based directly on the observed
correlations. Current definitions of self-testing [33, 28, 34, 25] implicitly use some of the equivalences
below. Unlike these definitions and statements therein, our formulation below does not make purifying
assumptions on the unknown models, i.e. “going to the church of the larger Hilbert space”, nor require
additional ancillas into which the ideal system is swapped.

Theorem 19 (→Sect. 5.5) Fix a point c ∈ Q. Let (ρ,Ai, Bj) be any quantum model in a Hilbert space
H for the correlations c, and write A for the norm closed operator algebra generated by Ai, Bj. When
applicable, denote by (ρ̂, Âi, B̂j) the specific model for c given in Sect. 4.1. The following are equivalent:

(1) c is nonclassical and extremal in Q.

(2) There is a unique cyclic model for c. Explicitly, when ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ| is pure and cyclic for A (i.e.,
A|Ψ〉 is dense in H), then it is unitarily equivalent to the model specified for c in Sect. 4.1.

(3) The quantum model is unique up to unitary transformation, expansion and adding multiplicity. That
is, by a unitary transformation any model can be brought into canonical form H = (Ĥ ⊗Hν)⊕H0,
ρ = ρ̂⊗ ρν ⊕ 0, Ai = Âi ⊗ 1ν ⊕A0

i , and ditto for Bj.

(4) c has a unique extension to a quantum behavior p (necessarily extreme) in the 8-dimensional body
including both correlations and marginals.

(5) c is cryptographically secure, i.e. its unique extension p is cryptographically secure (cf. [69]).

(6) c is algebraically secure, i.e. tr(ρEX) = tr(ρE) tr(ρX) for X ∈ A and any E commuting with A.

We stress that these equivalences are claimed only for the minimal scenario assumed in this paper.
For larger parameters NMK, the condition (1) may well be weaker than the others. This was noted by
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Tsirelson who treated the 2M2|0 case and showed [7, Thm. 3.3] that for “odd rank” there are two inequiv-
alent cyclic representations (but connected by transposition, a non-unitary operation). Recently, [80]
gave another example thanks to the existence of inequivalent MUBs (this time even up to transposition).
Parallel to Tsirelson’s work, uniqueness was shown in [29, 81]. At the time, the authors were not aware of
cryptographic applications, and R.F.W. (the second author of [29]) thought of this result as a fortuitous
algebraic property of the CHSH expression, and unlikely to generalize. After an earlier attempt in [69],
he only realized with the current work that the methods of [29] provide uniqueness for the largest scope
possible within the 222 scenario.

In cryptography, one generally has only an approximation to c. Luckily, the uniqueness result holds
robustly. As shown first in [81], one can find a nearby set of operators and a state realizing c precisely.

4.4 The role of the elliptope
Historically, the elliptope has played an important role for quantum correlations. John Bell’s first inequal-
ity [4] concerned three measurement settings on each side, a 232 setting. The underlying quantum model
was the singlet state ρ above, and the settings on the two sides pairwise equal, so that the outcomes
where pairwise perfectly anticorrelated, hence opposite with probability one. Even without accepting
Bell’s conclusion that they are therefore “predetermined”, or going into a discussion what that means,
this simplifies the analysis to a discussion of just three possibilities. Although Bell does not include the
picture, the quantum body is exactly the elliptope shown in Fig. 7, and the classical body is the embed-
ded tetrahedron. Bell’s original scenario and the elliptope continue to serve as a simplified example for
explaining quantum correlations, from Mermin’s classic article [82] to today [83].

However, perfect anticorrelation, while easily verified in the model, is much harder to get in the
quantum experiments. It was the decisive advance due to Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt [5] to
eliminate this experimentally doubtful assumption, and to identify the 222 case as the minimal setting.

Our analysis of the convex body Q shows that the elliptope still occurs in the 222 case, and that
it suffices to assume (or experimentally verify) full correlation between only two of the observables.
The geometric picture of Bell’s analysis (he does not draw it, though) then holds. This is of interest in
cryptography, since drawing key from the perfectly correlated settings eliminates the error correction step,
albeit at the expense of the distance from the classical polytope, and hence harder noise requirements.

We close with the remark that the elliptope is iconic in many branches of the mathematical spectrum,
notably in convex optimization, as the feasible region of a semidefinite program, and in Gaussian statistics,
as the set of 3× 3 correlation matrices. See the pointers surrounding [17, Figure 1.1] and [19, Figure 1].

4.5 Fixed Hilbert space dimension
The models above use a 4-dimensional Hilbert space. This is an option, that happens to be sufficient
for getting the extreme points of Q, but no assumption like this is made in the definition of Q. As
seen in Sect. 4.2, this is vital for QKD. However, one can ask how such an assumption would change Q.
For non-minimal settings, the question what inference about dimension can be drawn from an observed
correlation has been studied extensively (see, e.g., [84, 85, 86]). So what can be said in the minimal
setting? Here we just collect some basic observations, that can be skipped without loss for other sections.

Let us denote by Qm the (warning: nonconvex!) set of quantum correlations that are obtainable by
models as in Sect. 1.1 under the additional assumption dimH = m. We also write Cm ⊂ Qm for the
corresponding set of classical correlations realized in a sample space of m points. Since we do not require
A2
i = B2

j = 1, or tensor product separation, the set Qm is increasing with m, and so is Cm. Since building
a model for a convex combination of correlations requires the direct sum of models, and this increases
m, these sets are not in general convex. However, we know that extreme points of the full bodies can
be realized in fixed dimensions, so ∂eC ⊂ C1 and ∂eQ ⊂ Q4. Thus Carathéodory’s Theorem allows us
to put a bound on the required m: Since in an n-dimensional convex body every point is the convex
combination of at most n+ 1 extreme points, and n = 4, we conclude that C ⊂ C5 and Q ⊂ Q20.

The Carathéodory bound is typically tight only for polytopes, where most points require n+ 1 of the
vertices for a convex representations. When there is a continuum of extreme points, that Carathéodory
number is usually smaller. One extreme example for this are Euclidean balls of any dimension, in which
every point is the convex combination of two antipodal boundary points. Another familiar example is
the quantum state space with dimH = m, which has dimension m2 − 1, although every density operator
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Figure 15: The set C1 ≡ Q(ρA ⊗ ρB) = N ∩ {c : det(c) = 0} in the Alice-Bob symmetric plane. The
black bounding cube is N , and the edges of C are given as blue lines. The section of C1 with this plane
is the (purple) double cone c11c22 = c2

12 emanating from the origin. The projection contains additional
points bounded between the double cone and the (top and bottom) surfaces 2|c12| − 1 = c11c22.

has a spectral resolution into m pure states. Our body Q will be an intermediate case in this respect.
The following result is also part of [7].

Proposition 20 (→Sect. 5.6) Let Qm be the set of quantum correlations obtainable from models with
m-dimensional Hilbert space. Then Qm ⊂ C 6= Q for m ≤ 3, and Qm = Q for m ≥ 4.

The analogous set Cm for the cross polytope C is also interesting and worth further study. Obviously,
C1 is the subset of rank 1 matrices c ∈ R2×2, a condition which is invariant under the natural symmetry
group of correlation bodies but not under the extended symmetry group discussed in Sect. 2.4.

In both cases an interesting variant of the problem is to look at the subset of models with A2
i = B2

j = 1

and/or a pure state ρ. Also it may be of interest to fix the observables, and consider the set of correlations
resulting from varying ρ.

4.6 Fixed State
For many applications it is crucial that no assumption about the quantum state is made: the linear
bounds given by f ∈ Q◦ hold for any quantum state. In some applications, however, the state is well-
known and the question is what correlations might be realized on that basis. The question really only
makes sense, when the Alice-Bob split is also known, so we ask that Ai ∈ A, Bj ∈ B, where A and B are
commuting operator algebras, typically even a tensor product split A = B(HA)⊗1 and B = 1⊗B(HB).
We thus consider

Q(ρ) := {cij ∈ R4 : cij = trρAiBj ,−1 ≤ Ai, Bj ≤ 1, Ai ∈ A, Bj ∈ B} .

This is, in general, not a convex set. For example, when ρ is a product state, cij = aibj factorizes, and
Q(ρ) = Q1 = C1 in the sense of the previous section (see also Fig. 15). For entangled states close to that,
the non-convexity will persist, even though there are some proper quantum correlations. A closed form
or complete algebraic description of Q(ρ) can hardly be expected, so we just make a few remarks.

First, if we fix a a linear functional f , finding the maximal quantum value is a bilinear optimization
problem. We can fix all observables except one, e.g. Ai, and isolate the linear functional by which it enters,
i.e. find Xi such that

∑
j fijtrρ(A⊗Bj) = trXiA or equivalently Xi =

∑
j fijtrB(ρ1⊗Bj). Maximizing

over Ai, is now the problem of finding the A with −1 ≤ A ≤ 1 for which tr(AXi) is maximized. Clearly,
that is Ai = sign(Xi) in the functional calculus of the hermitian operator Xi. The maximum is then the
trace norm of Xi, which would seem to eliminate the Ai. However, it is better to just fix the optimal
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Figure 16: The projection of the set Qst(1, 0.5) of Prop. 21 to the AB-symmetric plane. This is a
3-dimensional connected nonconvex semialgebraic set, the midpoint of a continuous family connecting
Qst(1, 0) = C1 from Fig. 15 with Qst(1, 1) = Q from Fig. 2. The two-parameter family is homogeneous:
Qst(tλ1, tλ2) = tQst(λ1, λ2), which for t ≤ 1/

√
2 ≈ .7 is included in C.

Ai, and optimize again with respect to the Bj in the next step, in a see-saw style. This works nicely in
practice, and improves the target functional in every step. However, this iteration has no convergence
guarantee.

The second remark is that we can give a “closed solution” in the case of a 2 ⊗ 2-dimensional Hilbert
space, the minimal dimension where nonclassical correlations could manifest by Prop. 20. This generalizes
a well-known formula by the Horodeckis [87] for the maximal CHSH-violation of a given two-qubit state
to an arbitrary linear inequality. As in the case of the Horodecki formula, the result depends only on the
two largest singular values of the matrix R described in the proposition.

Proposition 21 (→Sect. 5.7) Let ρ be a density operator on H = C2⊗C2, and let λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ 0 be the two
largest singular values of the 3× 3-matrix with entries Rk` = tr[ρ (σk ⊗ σ`)] for Pauli matrices σ1, σ2, σ3.
Then the convex hull coQ(ρ) = co

(
Qst(λ1, λ2) ∪ C

)
, where Qst(λ1, λ2) is the set of correlations of the

form
cij = λ1 cos(αi) cos(βj) + λ2 sin(αi) sin(βj). (49)

Moreover, we have Q(ρ) ⊂ C if and only if λ2
1 + λ2

2 ≤ 1.

The map of possibilities is shown in Fig. 17. The singular values for a vector with Schmidt spectrum
s1 ≥ s2 ≥ 0, e.g., ψ = s1|++〉+ s2|−−〉 where |±〉 := (|0〉± |1〉)/

√
2 are λ1 = s2

1 + s2
2 = 1 and λ2 = 2s1s2,

which parametrizes the line segment PM. The fact that all these states (other than P) give correlations
outside C, and hence violate the CHSH inequality, is known as Gisin’s Theorem [88].

4.7 Fixed Observables
Dually we can fix the operators Ai, Bj , so that the resulting compact convex semialgebraic set

Q(Ai, Bj) := {cij ∈ R4 : cij = trρAiBj , ρ ≥ 0, trρ = 1} (50)

is just an affine image of the quantum state space, a spectrahedron. Still an explicit description may be
difficult. As in the case of a fixed state, the boundary in any single direction, i.e., the maximization of
any affine functional f reduces to an eigenvalue problem, namely the largest eigenvalue of the operator
T (f) =

∑
ij fij AiBj . Giving an algebraic solution might be harder because this corresponds to computing

an algebraic formula for the largest root of a polynomial of high degree, depending on the dimension of
the underlying Hilbert space.

The general case −1 ≤ Ai, Bj ≤ 1 can, in principle, be dealt with by a minimal dilation U : H → K
so that Q(Ai, Bj) is the affine image of a specific isometric copy of the state space of H in K. This is
harder to work out, so we give a characterization only for the special case A2

i = B2
j = 1.
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Figure 17: The map of singular value pairs (λ1, λ2) in Prop. 21. In the shaded region C, Qst(λ1, λ2) ⊂ C.
The labelled points are: M: the maximally entangled case, P: a pure product state, all pure two-qubit
states, parametrized for this purpose by their Schmidt spectra, lie on the segment PM. The diagonal
gives scaled versions of Q. At S the set just touches C from within.

Proposition 22 (→Sect. 5.8) Let Ai, Bj be hermitian operators on a finite dimensional Hilbert space with
[Ai, Bj ] = 0 and A2

i = B2
j = 1. Denote the spectrum of (A1A2 + A2A1)/2 by ΣA, and define ΣB

analogously. Then

Q(Ai, Bj) = co{Qobs(u, v) := S(u)O(2)S(v)>| u ∈ ΣA, v ∈ ΣB}, where S(u) =
(

1 0
u
√

1− u2

)
,

(51)
and O(2) is the set of 2 × 2 orthogonal matrices, i.e. the circles of rotations and reflections about some
axes.

There is a subtlety here when Ai, Bj are “genuinely infinite dimensional”. Then the Prop. 22 holds,
if we interpret the convex hull as the closed convex hull and Q(Ai, Bj) as the closure of the set of
correlations attainable with arbitrary density operators. But for points in the continuous spectrum (not
eigenvalues), certain boundary points will be unattainable by density operators in the given space. This
is a straightforward consequence of the uniqueness theorem Thm. 19. When some self-testing correlation
inequality f is attained, the maximum must be an eigenvector of the corresponding Tf . Such points can
only be attained by singular states, i.e. positive normalized linear functionals not induced by density
operators, because the continuous spectrum can be approximated by eigenvectors.

Since O(2) is the basic model for the fixed-observable correlation sets, we consider it in more detail.

Proposition 23 (→Sect. 5.8)

(1) The set Qobs(0, 0) = co O(2) is the convex hull of two circles. The circles both have the origin as
their center, and lie in orthogonal planes of R4.

(2) Both circles consist of extreme points, and any line connecting a pair of points from different circles
is an exposed edge of Qobs(0, 0). The union of these edges is the entire boundary.

(3) The necessary and sufficient semialgebraic condition for c ∈ Qobs(0, 0) is that

`(c) := 1− (c2
11 + c2

12 + c2
21 + c2

22) + (det c)2 ≥ 0 and − 1 ≤ det c ≤ 1. (52)

Since the observables used by Alice and Bob for Qobs(0, 0) are the same, the Alice-Bob swap symmetry
leaves this set invariant, and so its intersection with the plane {c12 = c21} is at the same time the
projection (see the double cone in Fig. 19). On the other hand, for general values of u and v this is not
true, as shown in Fig. 18.

The above Proposition suggests that quantum points with |det c| = 1 are self-testing.
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Figure 18: The fixed observable set Qobs(0.7,−0.9) of Prop. 22 in the Alice-Bob symmetric plane. The
section with that plane is the orange body, while the projection is larger and is generated by the two
circles shown. The red circle corresponds to maximal (positive) determinant, the blue one to minimal
determinant.

Figure 19: The determinant function in an Alice-Bob symmetric plane. Green: The two surfaces
det c = −1 (one-sheeted hyperboloid, cut open for visibility) and det c = +1 (two-sheeted hyperboloid
touching N only in two points). Orange: the boundary of Q. The double cone inside Q is both a section
and a projection of Qobs(0, 0). The intersection of all three sets, i.e., the case of equality in Prop. 24 is
the red line, together with the two cone tips.

Proposition 24 (→Sect. 5.8) For c ∈ Q, |det c| ≤ 1 with equality if and only if c is an orthogonal matrix.
In that case, in the unique cyclic quantum model for such correlations the identities A1A2 = −A2A1,
and B1B2 = −B2B1 hold, i.e., up to unitary isomorphism all measurements operators Ai, Bj are Pauli
matrices.
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5 Proofs
In this section we prove all theorems and propositions seen so far. Since many results in our paper have
appeared previously in the literature, we could give many proofs by citation. However, we aim to make
our text self-contained. Where the pedestrian argument, tailored to the case at hand, can be understood
as an example of a more general theory, we provide this background as well. As a help for monitoring the
logical flow we included some summaries of what has been shown up to some point. These are formatted
like the definitions and propositions throughout the paper, and numbered consecutively with these.

There are, of course, many ways to organize the proofs. We now briefly describe our overall strategy
and the structure of Sect. 5. We begin in Sect. 5.1 with the equivalences of Thm. 1, centered around the
matrix completion problem. Self-duality (Thm. 3) follows in Sect. 5.2. On this path we already need some
information about the boundary (e.g., in Sect. 5.1.4), which is extended to the detailed classification of
boundary points in Sect. 5.3. The study of boundary points is perhaps a bit more detailed than necessary,
since it uses a local criterion for excluding certain points from the extreme boundary of the convex hull
of a variety. This technique might be helpful more generally. Sect. 5.4 contains the computation of the
support function (Prop. 17), which proved to be more subtle than expected, even with a full understanding
of the boundary. Finally the quantum properties, self-testing and all that, are established in Sect. 5.5.

5.1 Proof of Theorem 1
For the sake of this proof let us denote by Q(x) ⊂ R4 the set characterized by item (x) in Thm. 1. We
have to show that these are all equal. The backbone of the proof is the chain

Q(a) ⊂ Q(e) = Q(d) = Q(b) ⊂ Q(a) (53)

and separate arguments for Q(e) = Q(f) and Q(b) = Q(c). The main work will be getting the solution set
Q(e) of the matrix completion problem in great detail. The boundary information coming out of that, in
particular for rankC = 2, will then be used to get the further equivalences and finally go back to Q(a).

5.1.1 Making matrix completion real

The inclusion Q(a) ⊂ Q(e) is an important step, because the definition of Q(a) admits infinite Hilbert
space dimension, while Q(e) only allows finite dimension. This reduction step works for more parties,
settings, and outcomes, as well, which is the whole point of the semidefinite hierarchies [26, 12]. But
outside the minimal scenario the inclusion is strict.

We saw the inclusion Q(a) ⊂ Q(e) at the beginning of Sect. 2.8. From the quantum model we naturally
get a positive definite matrix with some unknown complex entries, and diagonal not equal to 1. These
assumptions are part of the description of Q(e), however. In order to prove Q(a) ⊂ Q(e), we thus have to
make sure that the additional assumptions do not make Q(e) smaller. This is the content of Prop. 11.

Proof of Prop. 11
Consider a matrix C ≥ 0 of the form (22) with diagonal entries di ≤ 1, and let C ′ = <e(C) = (C+C)/2

be its entrywise real part. Then C ′ ≥ 0 since the complex conjugate preserves positive semidefiniteness.
Add to C ′ the matrix with diagonal entries 1 − di to get C ′′. Then C ′′ ≥ C ′ ≥ 0 is a matrix with the
same off-diagonal cij , but in the standard form with u, v real and di = 1. �

5.1.2 Solving the real completion problem

In this and the following two sections, we proceed to actually solve the matrix completion problem defining
Q(e), i.e. decide which c permit real values u, v that make the following matrix positive semidefinite:

C =


1 u c11 c12
u 1 c21 c22
c11 c21 1 v
c12 c22 v 1

 . (54)

Equivalently, this is the decision problem for membership in the set {C|C ≥ 0}, which is clearly the
intersection of the cone of positive semidefinite with the hyperplane {M |diag(M) = (1, 1, 1, 1)}. The
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solution uses Sylvester’s criterion. We use the standard notation CI for the principal submatrix selecting
the rows and the columns specified by the indices in I, and mI = detCI for the corresponding principal
minor. Sylvester’s necessary and sufficient criterion for C ≥ 0 is that mI ≥ 0 for all 2n − 1 index sets I,
while for C > 0 is that m1,m12,m123,m1234 > 0. The positivity of principal 2 × 2-minors gives c2

ij ≤ 1
or equivalently Q(e) ⊂ N as a necessary condition. Consider next the principal 3× 3-minors

C123 =

 1 u c11
u 1 c21
c11 c21 1

 ≥ 0 and C124 =

 1 u c12
u 1 c22
c12 c22 1

 ≥ 0. (55)

These do not involve v, and they give a condition for u. We show that (55) is all we need to consider:

Lemma 25 Suppose that, for some u ∈ R, the matrices in (55) are positive semidefinite. Then one can
find v such that in (54) we have C ≥ 0, i.e., c ∈ Q(e).

Proof
We consider first the case of strict positivity, i.e., we are given u ∈ R satisfying (55) and additionally

C123 > 0 and C124 > 0. This necessarily implies |u| < 1, by Sylvester’s criterion. So far we have
m1,m12,m123 > 0 so by Sylvester’s criterion, we only need to find v such that m1234 = detC > 0 in
order to guarantee C > 0 for this v and the given u. Note that detC is a quadratic polynomial in v with
a negative leading coefficient; therefore, if the desired v exists, the v maximizing this polynomial will do
just as well. This is v = (c11c12 + c21c22− (c11c22 + c12c21)u)/(1−u2), and at that point we can compute
the determinant and get

max
v∈R

m1234 = (1− u2)−1m123m124 > 0. (56)

This choice of v gives a completion C > 0 which is stronger than C ≥ 0.
In general, we are only given u ∈ R satisfying (55). To reduce to the previous case, we consider

a family u(λ) ∈ R satisfying C123(λ) > 0 and C124(λ) > 0, that depends on a parameter 0 < λ < 1,
constructed as follows: C123(λ) = λC123 + (1−λ)1, ditto for C124(λ), and with u(λ) = λu. Applying our
previous result, there exists v(λ) making a completion C(λ) > 0. Observe that the v(λ) that we took is
then a continuous function of λ. Taking the limit λ → 1, we have u(λ) → u by construction, v(λ) → v
for some v ∈ R by continuity, and C(λ)→ C ≥ 0. The principal submatrices 123 and 124 of C coincides
with the given C123, C124 we started with. Thus we found v ∈ R giving a completion C ≥ 0 and the proof
is complete. �

Alternatively, we could invoke a general result on semidefinite matrix completion [89, Theorem 7]:
Consider the graph G whose edges represent the given entries of a partial matrix whose completion we
seek. The obvious necessary conditions for completability are that for those subsets of vertices, where all
matrix entries are specified (cliques of G), the corresponding submatrices are positive semidefinite. Then,
if the graph is chordal (meaning any cycle of length ≥ 4 allows a shortcut), this condition is also sufficient.
Moreover, this holds for both strict positive definiteness and semidefiniteness. In the case at hand, the
graph given for Q(e) is a 4-cycle shown in Fig. 20. Assuming the existence of u with C123, C124 ≥ 0 adds
a diagonal, making the graph chordal. Hence no further condition needs to be considered.

Figure 20: The black graph is the 4-cycle associated to Q(e) with vertices 1, 3, 2, 4 starting from the
upper-left corner. It is not chordal. On the other hand, adding the orange edge, which corresponds to
assuming the existence of u satisfying (55), makes it chordal.

Lem. 25 eliminates v and leaves us with the nonnegativity of the following three principal minors:

m12 = 1− u2 (A)
m123 = 1− c2

11 − c2
21 + 2c11c21u− u2 (B)

m124 = 1− c2
12 − c2

22 + 2c12c22u− u2 (C)
(57)
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We have c ∈ Q(e) if and only if these are simultaneously satisfied for the same u. By Helly’s Theorem in
R1 [90], the three positivity intervals have a common point if and only if they intersect pairwise. Hence
we can consider pairwise intersections. The maximum of (B) is

max
u

m123 = (1− c2
11)(1− c2

21) = m13m23 ≥ 0, (58)

attained at u = c11c21 ∈ [−1, 1], so its positivity interval intersects that of (A), and similarly for the pair
(A,C). Hence only the pair (B,C) needs to be considered. We conclude:

Summary 26 If c ∈ N , then c ∈ Q(e) if and only if (B) and (C) are both non-negative for some u ∈ R.

5.1.3 Joint positivity of two parabolas

We next examine the criterion in Sum. 26 independently of the specific context. We do the quantifier
elimination carefully, because the structure of the solution explains the disjunction in Thm. 1 (d). Thus
at the end of this section we will achieve the equality Q(e) = Q(d).

Figure 21: The configurations of two parabolas fi(x) = bi − (x − ai)2 with a1 = 0 and a2 = 1. Top
Left: Parameter plane for (b1, b2). Shaded: region, where intersection of positivity ranges is nonempty.
Points A,B,C: parameters for the other panels. Black Parabola: line at which the intersection of the
parabolas lies on the x-axis.

The configurations of two parabolas in the following lemma are shown in Fig. 21. Both are given by
quadratic polynomials f(x) = b − (x − a)2 with the same negative quadratic term. The parameters are
chosen so that (x, y) = (a, b) is the location of the maximum. This function is positive in the interval
[a−
√
b, a+

√
b]. The question is when for two such parabolas the positivity intervals overlap. It is clear

that the problem is invariant under shifts (adding a constant to both a1 and a2), and (a1− a2)2 just sets
a scale for the bs. Hence we could choose a1 = 0 and a2 = 1. Fig. 21 is drawn with this choice.

Lemma 27 Given two quadratic polynomials fi(x) = bi − (x− ai)2, i = 1, 2, the following are equivalent:

(1) There exists a point u ∈ R such that f1(u) ≥ 0 and f2(u) ≥ 0.
(2) b1 ≥ 0 ∧ b2 ≥ 0 ∧

[
b1 + b2 − (a1 − a2)2 ≥ 0 ∨ 4b1b2 − (b1 + b2 − (a1 − a2)2)2 ≥ 0

]
.

If one demands strict inequality then the following are also equivalent:

(1’) There exists a point u ∈ R such that f1(u) > 0 and f2(u) > 0.
(2’) b1 > 0 ∧ b2 > 0 ∧

[
b1 + b2 − (a1 − a2)2 ≥ 0 ∨ 4b1b2 − (b1 + b2 − (a1 − a2)2)2 > 0

]
.

There is a very simple algebraic proof of this result which starts by solving fi(u) ≥ 0 for the domain
of u that ensures positivity. Here we instead present a geometric proof based on Fig. 21. This proof
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contains additional insights that allow verifying that Q is semialgebraic but not basic semialgebraic, and
the semialgebraic description is not unique.

Proof
Clearly, both positivity ranges must be non-empty. Therefore, it is necessary that b1, b2 ≥ 0. We

can also trivially take care of the cases with a1 = a2, because then one positivity interval is contained
in the other. The maximum of each parabola is clearly in the positivity interval. So if b1 ≥ (a1 − a2)2

the maximum of the second parabola is in the positivity range of the first, and so there is a non-empty
intersection. Symmetrically, this holds for b2 ≥ (a1 − a2)2. This gives two closed rectangles in the
(b1, b2)-plane with non-empty intersection.

Next consider the intersection of the two parabolas. Their unique intersection point is

(
xs, fi(xs)

)
=
(
a1 + a2

2 − b1 − b2

2(a1 − a2) ,
4b1b2−

(
b1 + b2 − (a1 − a2)2)2

4(a1 − a2)2

)
. (59)

Now suppose fi(xs) ≥ 0. Then xs is in the intersection of the positivity ranges. The corresponding
region, defined by the positivity of the numerator of fi(xs) in (59) is the closed parabola in the top
left panel of Fig. 21. Hence we have non-zero intersection for the union of the two rectangles and the
parabola in Fig. 21. This can be simplified as the union of just two regions, namely the parabola and
the region {b1 + b2 ≥ (a1 − a2)2}, which contains the two rectangles plus a triangle, which is contained
in the parabola.

To complete the proof of the first part, we need to show that, for any point outside this region, the
positivity ranges have empty intersection. This complement is defined by the conditions 0 ≤ bi < (a1−a2)2

and fi(xs) < 0. Now the first condition implies |b1 − b2| < (a1 − a2)2. Hence the second term for xs in
(59) is bounded by |a1−a2|/2, so xs lies between a1 and a2. Therefore one of the maxima lies to the right
of xs and the other one lies on its left (as depicted in panel B of Fig. 21), and therefore the same holds
for the positivity ranges of the parabolas. Since fi(xs) < 0 the ranges do not intersect. This completes
the proof of the first part.

The primed statements characterize the interior of the parameter set, i.e., the region just described
without the boundary points, for which b1 = 0, or b2 = 0 or fi(xs) = 0. �

We now apply Lem. 27 to the quadratic polynomials (B,C) in (57). The parameters are

a1 = c11c21, a2 = c12c22,
b1 = (1− c2

11)(1− c2
21), b2 = (1− c2

12)(1− c2
22). (60)

With this, the two polynomials in Lem. 27 (2) are g in (17) and h in (19). The combination of Sum. 26
and Lem. 27 now establishes the equivalence of (d) and (e) in Thm. 1. Furthermore, if π : R6 → R4

denotes the projection π(c, u, v) = c, where we identify R6 with the real hermitian 4 × 4-matrices with
unit diagonal, then int(Q(e)) = int(π({C ≥ 0})) = π(int({C ≥ 0})) = π({C > 0}). Thus, we have that
the strict inequality result in Lem. 27 gives the characterization of the interior. We record this as follows:

Summary 28 Q(e) = Q(d): For c ∈ R4, we have c ∈ Q(e) if and only if c ∈ N and
(
g(c) ≥ 0 or h(c) ≥ 0

)
.

Furthermore, we have c ∈ int(Q(e)) if and only if c ∈ int(N ) and
(
g(c) ≥ 0 or h(c) > 0

)
.

5.1.4 Properties of the boundary and extreme points

Sum. 28 characterizes membership in the spectrahedral shadow Q(e) and in its interior. We now come to
its boundary which is the complement Q(e) \ int(Q(e)), beginning with an extended version of the first
statement in Prop. 12.

Lemma 29 Given any point c ∈ Q(e), the following three conditions are equivalent:
(1) c ∈ ∂Q(e).
(2) The matrix completion problem for c has a unique solution (u, v).
(3) Either ( c ∈ ∂N and g(c) ≥ 0 ) or ( g(c) < 0 and rank(C) ≤ 2 for every completion C of c).
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Proof
As before, let π : R6 → R4 denote the projection π(c, u, v) = c, where we identify R6 with the real

hermitian 4× 4-matrices with unit diagonal.

not(1)⇒not(2)
Suppose that c is in the interior of Q(e). Then we can write c = λ0 + (1− λ)c′′ for some other c′′ ∈ Q(e)
and 0 < λ ≤ 1. Then if π(C ′′) = c′′, we get C = λ1 + (1 − λ)C ′′ with π(C) = c. This C has rank 4
since the eigenvalues is λ+ (1− λ)eig(C ′′), and a small ball B around C is still contained in the positive
cone. Therefore the intersection π−1(c) ∩ B is a two-dimensional set, in the parameters (u, v), of matrix
completions for c.

not(1)⇒not(3)
The first condition in (3) fails because int(Q(e)) ⊂ int(N ), and the second one fails because the preimage
C just constructed has rank 4.

((1) and c ∈ ∂N )⇒((2) and (3))
When c is in the boundary of the cube we must have cij = ±1 for some (i, j). Up to symmetry we may
assume c11 = −1. Then from the form (57) of the principal minors we get that m123(u) = −(u + c21)2

and m134(v) = −(v+ c12)2. These must be non-negative for any matrix completion, fixing u = −c21 and
v = −c12. So (2) holds. Moreover, from (18) we see that h(c) = −g(c)2 ≤ 0. With h(c) < 0, Sum. 28
implies g(c) ≥ 0, and with h(c) = 0 this is anyhow true. So the first alternative in (3) holds.

((1) and c /∈ ∂N )⇒((2) and (3))
By negation, the second sentence in Sum. 28 provides a characterization of c ∈ ∂Q(e). Together with
c /∈ ∂N this implies (g(c) < 0 and h(c) ≤ 0). On the other hand, g(c) ≥ 0 or h(c) ≥ 0 from c ∈ Q(e).
Together we have h(c) = 0. Hence the parabolas from Lem. 27 have a unique point of intersection at
level 0. This point is given either by u = a1−

√
b1 = a2 +

√
b2, or u = a2−

√
b2 = a1 +

√
b1. Analogously

there is also a unique v, and (2) holds. Moreover, these unique choices u, v make all third order principal
minors m123,m124,m234,m134 vanish. This means rank(C) ≤ 2, and we obtain the second sentence of
(3). �

The next lemma shows how the trigonometric functions arise in the parametrization of the boundaries.

Lemma 30

(1) If c is extremal in Q(e) then it must have a unique matrix completion with rankC ≤ 2.

(2) It must then be of the form cij = ai · bj for unit vectors a1, a2, b1, b2 in the Euclidean space R2.

(3) This means that it can be written as cij = cos(αi − βj) for some α1, α2, β1, β2 ∈ R.

Proof
(1) Of course, extreme points are always part of the boundary, because any line segment through an

extreme point necessarily contains some points outside the body. Hence the previous Lemma applies. So
by part (3) of the previous Lemma they either have rankC ≤ 2 anyway, or else belong to a face of the
cube N . Up to symmetry this means c22 = 1. Then C124 ≥ 0 forces u = c12, so the extendability is just
the elliptope condition detC123 = 1− c2

11 − c2
12 − c2

21 + 2c11c12c21 ≥ 0. Since c is furthermore extremal,
it remains extremal in this face (direct verification). This implies c must belong to the boundary of the
elliptope, namely this inequality must be tight, and so rankC123 ≤ 2. Since all 3 × 3 minors of C are
zero, rankC ≤ 2.

(2) By the spectral theorem, every positive semidefinite d×d matrix can be written as a Gram matrix,
i.e, Cαβ = wα · wβ for vectors w1, . . . , wd in some Euclidean space Rr. Here r = rankC is the number
of non-zero eigenvalues. In our case the diagonal matrix entries are 1, so these vectors are unit vectors.
Moreover, the cij are themselves matrix elements of C, so we just need to rename the vectors according
to whether the dimension belongs to Alice or to Bob, i.e., a1 = w1, a2 = w2, b1 = w3, and b2 = w4.

(3) Unit vectors in R2 lie on the unit circle, parameterized by angles. Scalar products between such
vectors are the cosines of the enclosed angle. Setting wi = (cosαi, sinαi) for some αi ∈ R, we thus have
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C =

 1 cos(α1 − α2) cos(α1 − α3) cos(α1 − α4)
cos(α1 − α2) 1 cos(α2 − α3) cos(α2 − α4)
cos(α1 − α3) cos(α2 − α3) 1 cos(α3 − α4)
cos(α1 − α4) cos(α2 − α4) cos(α3 − α4) 1

 . (61)

Renaming according to the Alice/Bob distinction, i.e. α3 = β1 and α4 = β2, we obtain the claim. �

Part (2) of Lem. 30 says that ∂eQ(e) ⊂ Q(f), and part (3) that ∂eQ(e) ⊂ Q(b). Since Q(f) is convex
by a direct sum construction, and Q(b) is anyhow defined to be convex, this also means that Q(e) ⊂ Q(f)
and Q(e) ⊂ Q(b). The first of these inclusions can be inverted trivially, because we can just set u = a1 ·a2
and v = b1 · b2 to get a matrix completion from the unit vectors ai, bj . To revert the second inclusion, we
have to combine Sum. 28, the inclusion Q(a) ⊂ Q(e) from Sect. 5.1.1, and the concrete quantum models
from Sect. 4.1, which realize all cosine parametrized c, and thus show Q(b) ⊂ Q(a). Altogether this gives

Summary 31 Q(e) = Q(f), Q(e) = Q(d), and Q(a) ⊂ Q(e) ⊂ Q(b) ⊂ Q(a), i.e., all these sets are equal.

This leaves only one part of Thm. 1, namely the equality with Q(c). This will be shown in Sect. 5.1.5.
Also, we have established one part of Prop. 8, the cosine parametrization, in a slightly different parametriza-
tion. The parametrization used in Prop. 8 and Prop. 9 follows from the form (61) by setting

α = α1 − α3, β = α4 − α1, γ = α3 − α2, δ = α2 − α4. (62)

Note that the signs were chosen (not changing the respective cosine) such that α + β + γ + δ = 0. This
constraint reflects the fact that only differences αi − αj enter. What we have not shown yet, however, is
the criterion ∆ < 0 for a tuple of angles to give an extreme point. This will be done in Sect. 5.3.2.

5.1.5 The pushout characterization

The continuous map t 7→ sin(πt/2) takes the interval [−1, 1] to itself, and it has a continuous inverse. By
applying this map coordinate-wise, we conclude that the pushout map in (15) is a homeomorphism from
the cube N = [−1, 1]4 to itself. Here we shall establish Prop. 5, which states that Q = sin(C). Note that
in the literature of matrix completion, this is often presented as Q = cos(πMET(K2,2)) which is obvious
if one realizes that the metric polytope MET(K2,2) of the complete bipartite graph K2,2 is isomorphic to
the classical polytope C. See [39] and references therein.

Our strategy is to show this for the boundaries, i.e., sin(∂C) = ∂Q. Suppose that we know this, then
notice that sin maps connected components of N \ ∂C to connected components of N \ ∂Q. Since 0 is
in both the classical polytope and the quantum set, and sin(0) = 0 we get that C is precisely mapped to
Q. Hence equality of the boundaries is sufficient.

We examine the boundary of the demicube C facet by facet. This task is greatly reduced by symmetry,
given that sin commutes with all symmetry operations as explained in Sect. 2.4. Only one CHSH face and
oneN -face need to be considered. Consider first the CHSH facet {(x, y, z, w) ∈ [−1, 1]4 : x+y+z−w = 2}.
The images of the points on this facet under the pushout map sin are

sin(x, y, z, w) =
(

sin
(π

2 x
)
, sin

(π
2 y
)
, sin

(π
2 z
)
, sin

(π
2w
))

= (cosα, cosβ, cos γ, cos δ), (63)

where α = π(1−x)/2, β = π(1−y)/2, γ = π(1−z)/2, δ = π(w−1)/2. This gives α + β + γ + δ =
π − (x+ y + z − w)π/2 = 0. Moreover, x, y, z, w ∈ [−1, 1] implies α, β, γ ∈ [0, π] and δ ∈ [−π, 0]. These
inequalities imply ∆ = sinα sin β sin γ sin δ ≤ 0. Hence we get exactly those parametrized patches (Qqx)
from Prop. 8, for which α, β, γ > 0 > δ. The other seven patches (Qqx) are obtained by symmetry.

Next consider an N -face of C, say that defined by w = 1. The pushout map preserves this equation.
We can now go through the same considerations as above, but in one dimension lower. The geometric
statement is that the pushout of the tetrahedron equals the elliptope (see Fig. 7). This also follows from
the fact that sin identifies their boundaries. We know this from the above discussion of the CHSH facets.

Together with Sum. 31 this completes the proof of Thm. 1.
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5.2 Self-duality
Self-duality is a special feature of the pair Q,Q◦. It is not the kind of property that tends to hold for any
sufficiently simple case. Indeed, in one dimension smaller, the elliptope E3 (see Fig. 7) is not self-dual:
It has extreme points with a pointed normal cone, which translate to flat faces in (E3)◦. But E3 has no
such faces, and hence is not self-dual. For an illustration of this phenomenon see [18, Figure 5.2].

With the boundary information obtained so far one could try to derive self-duality extreme point by
extreme point. We take a more global approach based on the duality of the semidefinite matrices C and
F , and their representations as Gram matrices. We begin with the characterization of the F matrices.

Proof of Prop. 15
The primal/dual characterization of spectrahedral shadows described briefly before the statement of

Prop. 15 is a standard result, so we omit its proof and are left with the additional property p1+p2 = p3+p4
(necessarily = 1). We can take p1 +p2 and p3 +p4 both non-zero, since otherwise we have the trivial case
f = 0, F = 1

21. Indeed, if p1 +p2 = 0 then since p1, p2 ≥ 0 it must be that p1 = p2 = 0. Now analyze the
positivity of the 2× 2 minor containing f11 to get f11 = 0 and likewise for all fij . (The reader might be
tempted to conclude F = 02×2⊕12×2, but this will not achieve what we want.) Forgetting what we have
just argued, given f = 0 there is clearly a completion F = 1

21 that has the property p1 +p2 = p3 +p4 = 1.
Now observe that F ′ = ΛFΛ, where Λ is the diagonal matrix with diagonal (λ, λ, λ−1, λ−1) is

also positive, and has the same off-diagonal block fij . The diagonal is changed to (p′1, p′2, p′3, p′4) =
(λ2p1, λ

2p2, λ
−2p3, λ

−2p4). In order to satisfy the sum constraint we need λ2 = (p3 +p4)/(p1 +p2). Then
(F + F ′)/2 is the desired extension with p1 + p2 = p3 + p4. This is different from F , if λ2 6= 1.

Finally, using a similar argument, we show that if the point f has a completion F for which the
condition p1 + p2 = p3 + p4 = 1 does not hold, then f is not extreme. Using the diagonal matrix with
(λA, λA, λB , λB), and assuming, without loss that x = p1+p2−1 > 0, the normalization condition becomes
λ2
A(1 + x) + λ2

B(1− x) = 2. Then choosing both terms equal to 1 maximizes λAλB = (1− x2)−1/2 > 1.
We conclude that f ′ij = λAλBfij is again in Q◦, so f is not a boundary point. �

We now consider matrices C and F as Gram matrices of suitable vectors in a real Euclidean space.
That is, we choose a1, a2, b1, b2 from the characterization (f) in Thm. 1, and similarly four vectors
x1, x2, y1, y2 whose scalar products give F , and −fij = xi · yj . The conditions for these vectors for
C to be of the form (54) and F to be of the form (35) with p1 + p2 = 1 are

‖a1‖ = ‖a2‖ = 1 and x1 ⊥ x2, ‖x1‖2 + ‖x2‖2 = 1, (64)

and analogous conditions for bj and yj . The sets of vectors can be mapped to each other by

a1 = x1 + x2, a2 = x1 − x2 and x1 = (a1 + a2)/2, x2 = (a1 − a2)/2. (65)

With the analogous relations for the bj and yj we get a bijective correspondence between the allowed
vectors. Expressing the relation by the 2×2-Hadamard matrix H2 = 2−1/2 ( 1 1

1 −1
)
and inserting the rela-

tions into cij = ai · bj this correspondence relates the 4-vector c = (c11, c12, c21, c22) to the corresponding
f ∈ R4 by H = H2 ⊗H2, i.e., (29). This proves the duality theorems Prop. 13 and Thm. 3.

5.3 Further boundary properties
The pushout characterization makes the disjoint union structure of Prop. 7 obvious, but we need to verify
various geometric properties of strata mentioned in that proposition.

5.3.1 Classification of boundary points by rank

We now show the rank statements in Prop. 12, and the parametrization of boundary points in Prop. 9.
Rather than treating these separately, we prove them together, following the classification of boundary
points in Prop. 7. We organize these items firstly by the options given in Lem. 29, and secondly by
rankC, where C is a matrix completion for c. Again, let us recall the projection π : R6 → R4 used in the
proof of Lem. 29.

(Qin) ⇔ rankC may be 4.
If C has rank 4, then so have the points in some open ball B 3 C. Since the projection is an open map,
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π(B) is open. Hence c = π(C) ∈ π(B) ⊂ Q is in the interior. For the converse note that, for any pair of
interior points c, c′, we can write c as a convex combination in which c′ has positive weight. Hence if c′
has a full rank completion, so does c, i.e., every interior point. (An explicit version of this, with c′ = 0,
C ′ = 1, was used in the beginning of the proof of Lem. 29.)

From here to the end of this proof, c will be in the boundary, and so c has a unique completion C by
Lem. 29. In the twofold case distinction of Lem. 29 (3) we now begin with the first case, c ∈ ∂N , so
that for at least one pair (i, j) we have |cij | = 1. Up to symmetry we can take c11 = 1. Then the vector
(1, 0,−1, 0) is in the kernel of C, and, consequently rows/columns 1 and 3 of C are proportional, and
rankC ≤ 3.

(Qei) ⇔ c ∈ ∂Q and rankC = 3.
Consider the submatrix C124 of C obtained by deleting the redundant 3rd row/column, that is the second
matrix in (55) with u = c21. Its semidefiniteness means that (c12, c21, c22) is in the closed elliptope. It
has full rank, i.e., rankC = rankC124 = 3, precisely if c is in the interior of this elliptope. Note that the
second case of Lem. 29 (3) contributes no further cases with rank 3, so that the implication “⇐” holds
in all cases.

From now on we have rankC ≤ 2, and so by Lem. 30 (3), the matrix C lies in the cosine-parametrized
family written out in (61). We consider instead differences of angles as variables (α, β, γ, δ), as in Prop. 8
and Prop. 9. Since (c11, c12, c21, c22) = (cosα, cosβ, cos γ, cos δ), the condition cij = ±1 defining a facet
of N just correponds to the corresponding angle being a multiple of π.

(Qnx) ⇔ c ∈ ∂Q, rankC = 2, and for exactly one pair (i, j) we have |cij | = 1.
(Qce) ⇔ c ∈ ∂Q, rankC = 2, and for exactly two pairs (i, j) we have |cij | = 1.
We are still in the closed elliptope (Fig. 7). The boundary is singled out either by the reduced rank,
or equivalently the cosine parametrization with one angle a multiple of π. The generic boundary points
are exposed in 3 dimensions, but (as we will see in Sect. 5.3.4) not in 4 dimensions. (This is a general
feature of exposedness: it depends on the ambient convex set and space.) If c in Fig. 7 lies in a facet of
the 3-cube, i.e., one more angle becomes a multiple of π, we get a point on an edge of Q. This proves the
two equivalences above.

(Qcx) ⇔ c ∈ ∂Q and rankC = 1
Of course, we may set even more |cij | = 1. When three angles are multiples of π, so must be the fourth,
since they add up to zero. This is also geometrically obvious from Fig. 7: The only points of Q that lie
on an edge of the 3-cube are endpoints. So in this case we have a classical extreme point. It is easy to
see that this implies rank 1: Up to symmetry this is the case cij = 1 for all i, j = 1, 2, which clearly has
the rank 1 matrix Cij ≡ 1 as a completion. For the converse, note that rankC = 1 and C ≥ 0 imply
Cij = xi xj for some vector x, and cij = xi xj+2. If we now insist on the special form of C from Prop. 11,
i.e., unit diagonal, we must have an extreme point just from the rank condition. However, with |xi| < 1,
we get even many interior rank 1 points. Therefore, in the above equivalence c ∈ ∂Q needs to be imposed
as well.

(Qqx) ⇔ c ∈ ∂Q∩ (intN )⇔ ∆ < 0 in Prop. 8
Finally, we come to the other branch of Lem. 29 (3). From the semialgebraic description of Q in Prop. 10
this type consists of the points c ∈ N with h(c) = 0 and g(c) < 0. But for the cosine parametrized
correlations with δ = −(α+ β + γ) we get the identity

g(cosα, cosβ, cos γ, cos δ) = 2∆. (66)

This completes the proofs of Prop. 12 and Prop. 9.

5.3.2 Exposing functionals: first order analysis

Proof of Prop. 14
Since c is a boundary point, we have c · f = max{c · f ′|f ′ ∈ Q◦} = 1 for some f ∈ Q◦. Indeed, if the
maximum over the compact set Q◦ were M < 1, we would have c/M ∈ Q◦◦ = Q, and c would be in the
interior. We fix some such f . Thus c′ · f has a global maximum at c′ = c, and therefore a local maximum
on the surface cij = cos θij with

∑
ij θij = 0 where the θij are the given angles.
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We analyze this extremum problem by introducing a Lagrange multiplier λ. The critical equations are

0 = d
(∑
ij

fij cos(θij) + λθij

)
=
∑
ij

(
−fij sin(θij) + λ

)
dθij . (67)

Because ∆ < 0, all sin(θij) 6= 0, and fij = λ/ sin(θij). The multiplier is determined from c · f = 1 to be
λ−1 =

∑
ij cot θij ≡ K. Hence a maximizing f is unique, and given by the formula. �

This proof utilizes our knowledge from other sources that such c are extremal. When computing the
convex hull of a parametrized surface (as in [45]) this is the tricky part. We can compute the tangent
hyperplane at every point of such a surface, but is the local extremum a global maximum? It is then
natural to look first at the local criterion and to rule out saddle points. That is, by looking at the
parametrization in second order Taylor approximation, we can determine whether the surface is locally
on one side of the tangent plane. If not, the point can be omitted from the list of potential extreme
points. We carried this out for the case at hand, and found that all points with ∆ > 0 are saddles.

When a variety is not given by a parametrization, but by implicit equations, the first order analysis
is just the definition of the dual variety. From the self-duality of the convex body we thus conclude that
{h = 0} is a self-dual variety. For the study of Q this is not only modified by intersecting with the cube,
but also by eliminating the branch of the variety in the interior of Q. Under dualization these operations
are connected, i.e., the duals of the normalized tangents of interior points end up outside the dual body.

5.3.3 Unique CHSH violation

It is clear that each curved tetrahedron, being the pushout of a CHSH-face, violates exactly that CHSH
inequality. That this is true for all non-classical correlations is an elementary fact that we have not used
otherwise. Its self-dual version has likewise nothing to do with Q, but only with the enclosing polytopes
C and N . It states that for any non-trivial Bell inequality, i.e., for any affine inequality valid for all
classical correlations (f ∈ C◦), which is not true by virtue of positivity constraints alone (f /∈ N ◦) there
is a unique non-local box (c ∈ ∂eN ) making this evident (c · f > 1).

Proof of Prop. 4
The 8 CHSH inequalities are ±c11 ± c12 ± c21 ± c22 ≤ 2, where the product of the signs is −1. Given

two distinct inequalities of this sort, the signs cannot be equal in all four places (then the inequalities
would be the same), and also not in three places (because this would imply equality on the fourth place).
Adding two violated inequalities (· · · > 2) thus gives ±2cij ± 2ckl > 4, which contradicts the inequality
|cij | ≤ 1 following from non-signalling. Hence at most one such inequality is violated for c ∈ N . On the
other hand, for c /∈ C at least one is violated. �

5.3.4 Face orthogonality

We now consider the normal cycle and the orthogonality relations of faces. Some claims about exposedness
are already made in Prop. 7. These and the entries in Table 1 will now be treated in detail. As in Sect. 5.3,
statements are grouped by boundary types. For points {c} of each type we must identify the functionals
f ∈ Q◦ attaining the maximal value 1 at c, i.e., the face {c}⊥. Note that the orthogonal face operation

S⊥ = {f ∈ Q◦| ∀c ∈ S ⊂ Q, c · f = 1} (68)

also depends on the whole convex body in which this is taken (here: Q). We will write S⊥C and S⊥N

when we take orthogonal complements with regards to C and N respectively. Obviously, the operation
is monotone in the sense that for S ⊂ C we have S⊥N ⊂ S⊥ ⊂ S⊥C .

(Qcx)⊥ = [Qei] = (Qei)∪(Qnx)∪(Qce)∪(Qcx):
Consider a classical extreme point in (Qcx); without loss of generality c = (1, 1, 1, 1). Then {c}⊥ ⊂ {c}⊥C ,
i.e., {c}⊥ is a face contained in a facet of the cube C◦. This was our definition of an N -face. Since these
characterizations are taken over by self-duality, let us look at 2Hf for f ∈ {c}⊥. The first component
(2Hf)11 is just c · f = 1; the others (with maybe a sign added) are the scalar products of f with all
the other classical points, which need to be ≤ 1 for f ∈ Q◦. Hence 2Hf is indeed in the standard cube,
with (2Hf)1 = 1. The condition 2Hf ∈ Q singles out an elliptope satisfying the third order inequality,
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which in terms of f is the elementary symmetric polynomial appearing in (43), albeit with the opposite
inequality. Note that {c}⊥ is thus the closed elliptope [Qei], which also contains boundary points of type
(Qcx),(Qce),(Qnx). Computing their complements, as we will do presently, will give faces including c.

(Qei)⊥ = (Qcx):
Starting from an interior elliptope point c, self-duality gives us essentially the dual of the previous
paragraph. More explicitly, set c = (1, x, y, z) with 1 − x2 − y2 − z2 + 2xyz ≥ 0, and x2, y2, z2 < 1, to
avoid edges and classical extreme points. For an interior point, the equality c ·f = 1 clearly extends from
c to the face generated by this. Hence f must be (1, 0, 0, 0), and 2Hf = (1, 1, 1, 1) is the classical extreme
point considered in the previous paragraph.

(Qnx)⊥ = (Qcx):
More care is needed for elliptope boundary points, because, in principle, this could allow more freedom
for f . We will use the local extremality in the sense of Sect. 5.3.2, with angles θ11 = 0, and sin(θij) 6= 0
for the other (i, j) 6= (1, 1). Then the equation fij sin(θij) = λ implies λ = 0 · f11 = 0; since the other
sines are 6= 0, then once again the only possibility is f = (1, 0, 0, 0). This shows that the (Qnx)-points
are indeed non-exposed extreme points as claimed in Prop. 7.

(Qce)⊥ = [Qce] = (Qce)∪(Qcx):
Now consider a point c on an edge, but not an endpoint. This forces exactly two angles, say θ11 = θ12, to
be zero (cf. Prop. 9) and by the same reasoning used in the previous paragraph, λ = 0, and f21 = f22 = 0.
However, f11 and f12 remain unconstrained and merely have to add up to 1. Remarkable here is that we
get a drop of expected dimension from C, where the complement of and edge is a 2-dimensional face:

{(1, 1, 0, 0)}⊥C =
{(

(1 + x)/2, (1− x)/2, y/2,−y/2
) ∣∣ |x|+ |y| ≤ 1

}
. (69)

Geometrically, 3-dimensional faces of C containing this edge meet at an angle, whereas the corresponding
elliptopes are tangent. This difference is explicitly seen comparing the rows of Fig. 8.

(Qqx)⊥ = (Qqx):
Here points go to points, as discussed in detail in Sect. 5.3.2.

Table 1 also gives the manifold dimensions of each boundary type. We only have one continuous family
of type (Qqx), of dimension 3. All other types occur only in discrete instances, i.e., with dimension zero.

5.4 Support function
As described in Sect. 3.5, we seek the criteria for a ray to hit the boundary of Q◦ either in an exposed
extreme point or in an N -face. The relevant geometry is shown in Fig. 8. A point in these diagrams
represents a ray, and the separating surfaces precisely mark the distinction we need to study here. The
problem becomes almost trivial, however, if we already know by which face the ray leaves the surrounding
cube: Then we just have to check whether the boundary point is inside or outside the elliptope, for which
we have a convenient third order criterion. The following proof is based on the case distinction by cube
faces. But since these are all connected by symmetries, it boils down to just considering one case.

Proof of Prop. 17
(1)⇔(2): We use the normal cycle: The set of pairs (c, f) ∈ N(Q) such that both c and f are uniquely

determined when the other is fixed is just the stratum (Qqx,qx). Hence, if f is of type (Qqx), so is c.
Reduction by symmetry:

Applying a symmetry to f , i.e., a permutation of the components or an even number of sign changes,
clearly does not change the validity of (1), (2), (3), or (4), while (5) respects the symmetry by requiring
the necessary transformation to be made first. Hence it suffices prove for f in a standard form achievable
by symmetry transformation. Since all extreme points of C are connected by symmetry we can assume,
as required in (5) that a maximizer for c · f in ∂eC is c = (1, 1, 1, 1). Now suppose that two or more
coordinates fij < 0. Then, by applying an even sign change to c we could increase c·f . So our assumption
actually rules out more than one negative sign. By the same argument, if there is a negative sign, this
must be on an fij which minimizes |fij |. By a permutation we may assume that this element is f22.

We can quickly handle the case that all fij ≥ 0. In that case, max{c ·f |c ∈ C} =
∑
ij fij =

∑
ij |fij | =

max{c · f |c ∈ N}. So the maximum over Q is attained at a classical point, p(f) ≥ 0 and the product in
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(43) cannot be < 0, so all conditions evaluate to false. So we may assume that there is just one negative
sign and sort the remaining fij . That is, from now on we take

f11 ≥ f12 ≥ f21 ≥ |f22| > 0 > f22. (70)

(1)⇔(5): We use the same classification of boundary points for Q and Q◦ via duality transform. So
(1) means that c = 2Hf is a multiple of a (Qqx) point. We know that the component with the largest
absolute value is the first, c11 =

∑
ij fij . Thus the point where the ray Rc intersects the boundary of N is

(1, c12/c11, c21/c11, c22/c11) = (1, x, y, z). This is in anN -facet ofQ if and only if 1−x2−y2−z2+2xyz ≥ 0.
Otherwise, this intersection is already outside of Q, and hence the ray intersects ∂Q at a (Qqx) point. So
the necessary and sufficient condition for (1) is that the cubic is < 0. Multiplying by c3

11, which we know
to be positive, and rearranging the resulting homogeneous polynomial in the fij , gives condition (5).

(5)⇔(3): Under the above symmetry reduction we have

m(f) = (−f22)
( 1
f11

+ 1
f12

+ 1
f21
− 1
f22

)
= 1− f22

f11
− f22

f12
− f22

f21
. (71)

Subtracting 1 from both sides of the inequality m(f) > 2, and multiplying by f11f12f21, gives (5).
(4)⇔(5): The first factor in m̃(f) is the polynomial in (43), divided by p(f). So while p(f) < 0, the

positivity of this factor is equivalent to (4). We complete the proof by showing that under the symmetry
reduction (70) the other three factors are always, respectively, positive, negative and positive. Indeed, in
the second factor the f11 and f22-terms together are positive, and so are the f12 and f21-terms. Similarly,
in the third factor we group the f11, f12 and the f21, f22-terms (both negative), and use the same grouping
in the forth factor, giving two positive terms. �

It is interesting to see what a purely algebraic approach as in [18, Section 5.3] would say about the
situation. First of all, the support function asks us to compute a maximum of a linear functional over
a variety. Evaluating just the first order conditions, we get an expression for the maximum for each
patch of ∂Q. For the curved (Qqx) patches this will be just φ̃. So we get little progress over the simple
story told in Sect. 3.5. In many well-known problems of duality, we can simply take the maximum of
the different branches of the algebraic function. For example when computing the Legendre transform
(LF )(p) := supx{p·x−F (x)} of a non-convex function like F (x) = x4−x2 one gets a multi-valued function
defined by eliminating x from the cubic p = dF (x). This algebraic version of the Legendre transform
is easily corrected by taking the supremum from the convex definition just given as a maximum over
the branches. One might therefore guess (and we tried that out in an early stage of this work) that our
support function is simply the maximum of the two branches φ̃ and φC . Suffice it to say that this fails,
and one easily finds points where φ̃(f) > φC(f) = φ(f). To get this to work, one must ensure that the
associated maximizers are contained in the quantum set.

5.5 Quantum representations of extreme points
We now prove Thm. 19. A central role will be played by the uniqueness of a cyclic model. Recall
that every state of a C*-algebra has a unique cyclic model known as the GNS (Gelfand-Naimark-Segal)
representation. What makes uniqueness of a cyclic model non-trivial for correlations c ∈ Q is that the
algebra itself is not known from expectation values: We can usually not infer the multiplication rules for
the Ai, Bj from just these expectations, nor the expectation of, say, A1B

2
2 . If the cyclic model is unique

up to unitary isomorphism, as condition (2) of Thm. 19 asserts, then all algebraic relations are fixed.
According to Thm. 19 uniqueness fails for the classical extreme points, so these provide a key example.

The correlations are cij = aibj with ai, bj = ±1. These numbers constitute a model with one dimensional
Hilbert space, which is obviously cyclic. The models related by a′i = −ai and b′j = −bj clearly give the
same c, but the unitary operator connecting the model Hilbert spaces cannot take a1 to a′1, so these are
not unitarily equivalent. More generally, any classical correlation c ∈ C allows a model with a1 = +1,
and another with a1 = −1. So no classical correlation can have property (2).

Any c ∈ Q has some cyclic model: By definition of Q, it has a model. The state induced on the algebra
A generated by all Ai, Bj in that model then has a GNS-representation, which is cyclic. Moreover, it has
a finite dimensional cyclic representation. Indeed, by Carathéodory’s Theorem we can represent c as a
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finite convex combination of extreme points. Since we have provided finite dimensional models for each
of these, we can combine them into a single cyclic model by the direct sum construction

H =
⊕
k

Hk with Ai =
⊕
k

A
(k)
i , Bj =

⊕
k

B
(k)
j , and Ψ =

⊕
k

√
pkΨ(k), (72)

where pk is the convex weight of the kth contributing extreme point. This could fail to be cyclic, for
example, if two of the extreme points used were actually (needlessly) the same. In that case one can take
the cyclic subspace generated from Ψ instead. In any case, from Carathéodory’s bound we can get by
with 5 terms, so the overall dimension can be chosen to be ≤ 20.

The direct sum construction can be reversed: If Pk are orthogonal projections in the Hilbert space of
some cyclic model commuting with all Ai, Bj , then setting Hk = PkH, pk = 〈Ψ|PkΨ〉, Ψ(k) = √pkPkΨ,
and A(k)

i , B
(k)
j the restrictions of Ai, Bj to Hk we have just written the given model in the form (72).

Proof of Thm. 19
(1)⇒(2):
Let c be a non-classical extreme point, and let Ψ be the cyclic vector of some quantum model. By
Prop. 12, there is a unique matrix completion C with −1 < u, v < 1 and rank 2. The real part of the
Gram matrix of the four vectors χ1, . . . , χ4 = A1Ψ, A2Ψ, B1Ψ, B2Ψ is such a completion, so it must equal
C. Thus <e〈A1Ψ|A2Ψ〉 = u, but it is not immediately obvious that this scalar product has to be real.

Since rankC = 2 we have two linearly independent real vectors ξ in the kernel of C. Any such vector
satisfies

∑
ij ξi〈χi|χj〉ξj+

∑
ij ξi〈χi|χj〉ξj = 0. Since both terms are positive, they must vanish separately,

and
∑
j ξjχj = 0. Thus the linear relations between the χi are given by real coefficients. Since the 1, 2

and 3, 4 submatrices of C are both nonsingular (as a consequence of −1 < u, v < 1), either (χ1, χ2) or
(χ3, χ4) can serve as a basis for the kernel of C, and the two are related by a non-singular real 2×2-matrix
γ, so

BjΨ =
∑
i

γjiAiΨ . (73)

In particular, cij = 〈AiΨ|BjΨ〉 =
∑
k〈AiΨ|AkΨ〉γjk. Since the matrices c and γ are real, so is the

scalar 〈A1Ψ|A2Ψ〉 = u. Thus, there was no need after all to take the real part in the first paragraph of
this proof.

It follows from (73) that non-commutative polynomials in A1, A2 acting on Ψ already span the whole
space. By cyclicity of Ψ this is true for polynomials involving also the Bj . Now we can successively get
rid of the factors Bj in any polynomial acting on Ψ: In any monomial consider the rightmost factor Bj ,
so we have an expression of the form

MBjMAΨ = MMABjΨ =
∑
i

γji MMAAiΨ, (74)

whereM is a monomial involving factors Ai, Bk andMA is a monomial containing only factors Ai. In the
evaluation we used that Bj commutes with all Ai, hence with MA, and (73). By downwards induction
on the number of Bj-factors we get that the vectors MAΨ span the space. Symmetrically the same is
true for polynomials in B. Next suppose that f(A1, A2,1)Ψ = 0 for some non-commutative polynomial.
Then even the operator equation f(A1, A2,1) = 0 holds, because we can multiply with any polynomial
in B, commute through and use the cyclicity just established.

The first application is to f = 1 − A2
1, which is positive, and has zero expectation 〈Ψ|fΨ〉 because

C11 = 1. This implies fΨ = 0, and hence f = 0. We conclude that A2
1 = A2

2 = B2
1 = B2

2 = 1. Similarly,

Ψ = B2
jΨ = Bj

∑
i

γjiAiΨ =
∑
i

γjiAiBjΨ =
(∑

i

γjiAi

)2
Ψ

= (γ2
j1 + γ2

j2)Ψ + γj1γj2(A1A2 +A2A1)Ψ. (75)

If γj1γj2 6= 0 then (A1A2 +A2A1)Ψ is a multiple of Ψ, and so (A1A2 +A2A1) is a multiple of the identity,
and from C12 this multiple is 2u. This conclusion does not depend on j, so it is valid whenever γj1γj2 6= 0
holds either for j = 1 or for j = 2. Now if γj1γj2 = 0, one of the coefficients is zero, and by (73) BjΨ is
proportional to some AiΨ. By taking the norm, the factor (the non-zero γji) is ±1 and cij = ±1. That
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is, the correlation is on an N -facet. But this cannot hold for the other Bj′ at the same time except for a
classical c. Hence in either case

(A1A2 +A2A1) = 2u1. (76)
Using this identity and A2

i = 1, every word in A1 and A2 simplifies to a linear combination of 1, A1, A2,
and A1A2. Hence the *-algebra P2 generated by A1 and A2 is at most four dimensional. It is non-
commutative, because A1A2 = A2A1 would imply 4u21 = (A1A2 + A2A1)2 = 41, hence |u| = 1.
Therefore P2 is isomorphic to Mat2(C), the smallest noncommutative finite dimensional C*-algebra of
2× 2-matrices with complex entries.

Next, we claim that the state induced by the vector Ψ on our algebra P2 has the form

M 7→ 〈Ψ|MΨ〉 =: τ(M) = 1
2 trM (77)

whenM is a polynomial in the Ai. Note that the normalized trace is uniquely characterized among states
on the 2 × 2-matrices by the algebraic “tracial property” τ(AB) = τ(BA). Indeed, setting A = |ei〉〈e1|
and B = |e1〉〈ej | in the equation gives τ(|ei〉〈ej |) = δij/2. Therefore, we only have to establish the tracial
property for the given state. Now, using (73),

0 = 〈Ψ|MBjΨ〉 − 〈BjΨ|MΨ〉 =
∑
i

γji〈Ψ|(MAi −AiM)Ψ〉. (78)

Since γ is non-singular, we conclude 〈Ψ|(AiM −MAi)Ψ〉 = 0. By induction on the degree of an arbitrary
other polynomial M ′ in the Ai, we have the tracial property 〈Ψ|(M ′M −MM ′)Ψ〉 = 0, proving (77).
We note that M ′M −MM ′ = 0 is false in general for any two polynomials (e.g. (76)), but is true under
expectation value as we have shown.

Since A2
j = 1 and A∗j = Aj , we must either have Aj = ±1, which would entail classical correlation, or

else trAj = 0. The trace of (76) gives trA1A2 = u and so we have evaluated 〈Ψ|MΨ〉 on all polynomials
in Ai. By the reduction process used above we can also compute the expectations involving polynomials
in both Ai and Bj . Hence by the GNS construction [91] the cyclic model is unique. Moreover, it is
equivalent to the model in Sect. 4.1 via a unique unitary isomorphism that maps the linearly independent
(since |u| < 1) vectors Ψ, A1Ψ, A2Ψ, A1A2Ψ to the corresponding vectors of the standard model (then
also cyclic). This finishes the proof. We remark that the family of standard models was defined for points
other than those in (1) may very well be cyclic but not unique for these points.

(2)⇒(1):
Assume c has a unique cyclic model. Any property that holds in some cyclic model must be true for
this unique one. For example, the unique model must be finite dimensional. Similarly, dilation theory
tells us that A2

1 = 1. To this end, we first decompose the algebra into irreducible summands. In each
summand the algebras generated by A1, A2 and B1, B2 must themselves be irreducible, so full matrix
algebras. Hence the algebras are combined in a tensor product, and are represented on a Hilbert space
tensor product HA ⊗ HB . We can write A1 = V ∗Â1V ⊗ 1B , where V : HA → ĤA is isometric, and
Â2

1 = 1. This construction preserves the commutativity of Ai and Bj , and mapping the cyclic vector by
V ⊗1B to the larger space we get a model with A2

1 = 1. Restricting to the cyclic subspace preserves this
property. Hence the unique cyclic model must also satisfy it, and similarly for the other operators.

Now suppose there is a factor λ > 1 such that λc ∈ Q. Then using a cyclic model for λc and scaling
down the Ai by a factor 1/λ we get a cyclic model with A2

1 6= 1. Hence c does not have a unique model.
It follows that c must be on the boundary of Q.

Consider now the boundary classification of Prop. 7. The classical types (Qcx) and (Qce) anyhow fail
to have unique models, as mentioned in the second paragraph of Sect. 5.5). So in order to show that c
is of type (Qnx) or (Qqx), a non-classical extreme point, we only need to exclude points in an elliptope
interior (type (Qei)). Let us assume without loss that c11 = 1. Consider the one parameter family of
correlations (1, λc12, c21, λc22) with λ increasing from 1. This will intersect the elliptope boundary for
some λ > 1. Starting from a model at that point, and scaling B2 7→ B2/λ we can obtain a model with
‖B2‖ < 1. As argued before, this contradicts the uniqueness of the cyclic model.

(3)⇒(2):
Consider a cyclic model of the type described in (2). In ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ| the state vector must be of the form
Ψ = Ψ⊗Ψν ⊕ 0. The cyclic subspace contains only vectors of the form (XΨ)⊗Ψν ⊕ 0, so H0 = {0} and
Hν = CΨν

∼= C, and this tensor factor can be omitted.
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(2)⇒(3):
Given a model H for c, let us denote by A the norm closed algebra generated by the Ai, Bj , by A′ its
commutant, i.e., the algebra of operators commuting with every element of A. By Kρ, we denote the
vector space of φ ∈ H such that |φ〉〈φ| ≤ λρ for some factor λ. The closure of Kρ is called the support of
ρ. (In finite dimension, Kρ is closed and also equal to the range of ρ, but in infinite dimension Kρ may be
strictly larger than Kρ.) Then we define H0 as the subspace orthogonal to all vectors of the form XY φ
with X ∈ A, Y ∈ A′, and φ ∈ Kρ. Since this H0 is an invariant subspace for all X ∈ A, every X ∈ A
splits into a direct sum of a component on H0, about which we can say nothing at all, and a rest, which
we will need to characterize. So we may assume H0 = {0} in the sequel.

For any unit vector of the form Ψ1 = Y φ with Y ∈ A′ and φ ∈ Kρ consider the cyclic representation
subrepresentation of A on AΨ1. Then for positive X ∈ A we get

〈Ψ1|XΨ1〉 = 〈φ|Y ∗
√
X

2
Y φ〉 = 〈φ|

√
XY ∗Y

√
Xφ〉

≤ ‖Y ‖2〈φ|
√
X
√
Xφ〉 = ‖Y ‖2 tr(|φ〉〈φ|X) ≤ λ‖Y ‖2 trρX.

Thus as a functional on A the state defined by Ψ1 is dominated by a multiple of ρ, hence is a convex
component of ρ. Since we have already established from (2) that c is extremal, Ψ1 defines again a cyclic
model for c, and is hence unitarily isomorphic to the standard model for c. In particular, all algebraic
identities of that model hold on AY φ, and since such vectors span dense subspace, they hold on all of H.

There is now a polynomial G in the generators Ai, Bj that in the standard model is equal to the
one-dimensional projection onto the state vector. When X̂ ∈ B(Ĥ) and X ∈ A are given by the same
polynomial in the generators, we therefore have GXG = 〈Ψ̂|X̂Ψ̂〉G. Moreover, all vectors Y φ from
the previous paragraph are in GH. We can therefore define Hν = GH, and get a unitary operator
U : Ĥ⊗Hν → H defined by U(X̂Ψ̂⊗Φν) = XΦν . Since ρ has support in GH we have U∗ρU = |Ψ̂〉〈Ψ̂|⊗ρν
for some state ρν ∈ B(Hν), as claimed in the standard form (3).

(3)⇒(6):
From the explicit form of the model it is clear that any operator E commuting with A is of the form
E = 1⊗ E1 ⊕ E0. Hence tr(ρEX) = tr(ρνE1)〈Ψ̂|XΨ̂〉 = tr(ρE) tr(ρX).

(6)⇒(5):
This is trivial, because the factorization is no longer demanded for all X ∈ A, but only for those X
actually measured in the experiment (including the marginals!).

(5)⇒(4):
Since the marginals are now included, their expectations, which define p must also be those of the unique
model, i.e., zero.

(4)⇒(1):
First we eliminate the classical extreme points as they do not have unique extensions p, as explained in
the beginning of this Section. If c is not extremal, i.e., on an edge, in an elliptope interior or the interior
of Q, then c = λc′ + (1− λ)c′′ for some λ > 0 and c′ classical. So we get distinct extensions by fixing the
extension of c′′ but changing that of c′. �

5.6 Dependence on Hilbert space dimension
We now return to Sect. 4.5, and we prove the remaining statement on the Hilbert space dimension. We
remark that Qm = Q for m ≥ 4 is already proved in Tsirelson’s original paper [7]. Here we provide a
different geometric proof.

Proof of Prop. 20
(1) Let c ∈ Qm be a quantum correlation in an m-dimensional Hilbert space. Then the algebra A

generated by Ai, Bj can be decomposed into irreducible components, represented on orthogonal subspaces
Hα. c is then a convex combination of correlations realized in Hα with weights equal to the expectation
of the projection onto this subspace. When m ≤ 3, we also have dimHα ≤ 3, so it suffices to consider
the case of a single summand, i.e., A acting irreducibly.

Consider now the subalgebra AA generated only by the Ai. An element in the center of AA, i.e., one
that commutes with A1 and A2, also commutes with the Bj , and is therefore in the center of A. By
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irreducibility it has to be a multiple of 1. Therefore, AA is a finite dimensional C*-algebra with trivial
center, and has to be isomorphic to a full matrix algebra, say the n × n matrices. Similarly, we get a
matrix dimension n′ for the algebra generated by the Bj . Since the two sets of operators commute, and
even generate commutants of each other, dimHα = nn′. Hence, by assumption, nn′ ≤ m ≤ 3, so either
n = 1 or n′ = 1.

Taking the first case without loss, Ai = ai1 and the contribution from this summand is cij =
trα(ρAiBj) = aitrα(ρBj), which is a product, hence classical.

We note that this argument also applies in any quantum model with [A1, A2] = 0 ([65]), and hence
if Ai = ai1 for some i: Then every irreducible component gives a product correlation, and the resulting
convex combination is still classical.

(2) By monotonicity, we only need to show that Q ⊂ Q4. We already know that many boundary
points are in Q4, since we built explicit 4-dimensional models in Sect. 4.1. In particular, [Qqx] ⊂ Q4.
Here [Qqx] is the closure of the exposed extreme points (Qqx), and by the discussion after Prop. 7 covers
all boundary elements except the elliptope interiors.

Some points in the interior of Q can now be obtained by simple scaling: When Ai, Bj , ρ is a model for
c, and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, then A′i = λAi, B′j = Bj , ρ′ = ρ is a model for λc with the same dimension. Turning
this around, we can consider, for any c ∈ Q with c 6= 0, the unique point c = tc, which is the intersection
of the ray {tc|t ≥ 0} with ∂Q (possible because Q is a compact convex set with origin in the interior).
Then if c ∈ [Qqx], we have c ∈ Q4.

This leaves points, for which c is in an elliptope interior. By the argument just used, we only need to
show that elliptope interiors themselves are in Q4, and by symmetry we may choose the elliptope in the
N -facet c11 = 1. To this end, we consider a modified rescaling, namely A′1 = A1, B′1 = B1, A′2 = λA2,
and B′2 = λB2, and ρ′ = ρ. This also leaves the dimension unchanged, and realizes the correlation
c′(λ) = (1, λ c12, λ c21, λ

2 c22). Clearly, with λ = 0 we get the center of the elliptope. For all other points
c we find a suitable boundary point by inverse scaling: For λ > 1 the curve c′(λ) is unbounded, and so
eventually crosses the elliptope boundary. So we can use the model for that boundary point and scale
with 1/λ. �

5.7 Fixed state

Proof of Prop. 21
Suppose one of the Ai, Bj has a proper convex decomposition into extreme points of the allowed set,

where “proper” means that several distinct points each appear with positive weight. This would make
any correlation c obtained with these operators a convex combination of others. Suppose this c is an
extreme point of coQ(ρ). Then the convex combination of correlations cannot be proper, i.e., all the
correlations appearing with a positive weight must be equal. So either all Ai, Bj are extremal in the first
place, or the extreme points in their convex decomposition also represent c. In either case, the extreme
points of coQ(ρ) can be realized by operators such that each Ai and Bj is extremal. This means that
A2
i = B2

j = 1, because if A with −1 ≤ A ≤ 1 has any eigenvalues other than ±1, it can be convexly
decomposed in this set into two operators with the same eigenvectors, but with eigenvalues ±1.

In two dimensions there are just two eigenvalues ±1 which are either the same or distinct. This gives
the union structure in the statement of the proposition to be proved. When they are the same, we have
Ai = ±1. Then by part (1) of the proof in Sect. 5.6 the resulting correlation is classical. Moreover,
all extremal classical correlations can be generated with Ai, Bj = ±1. When none of Ai, Bj are ±1,
we obtain correlations that belong to a set denoted Qst. By definition, Qst is the set of all correlations
obtained with extremal Ai, Bj , none of which is ±1. In total, coQ(ρ) is the convex hull of C joined with
Qst. It is worth noting, however, that extreme points of coQst might not be extremal in coQ(ρ), because
for some ρ, e.g., ρ close to the maximally mixed state, this set may be small, and even Qst ⊂ C. In this
case Q(ρ) ⊂ C, and the given state can only ever produce classical correlations (see below).

Our next step is to determine Qst. Hermitian 2× 2-matrices A with eigenvalues ±1 can be expanded
in Pauli matrices σ1, σ2, σ3 as A =

∑3
k=1 akσk =: ~a · ~σ, where ~a ∈ R3 is a Euclidean unit vector. That is,

we have now to choose 4 unit vectors ~a1,~a2,~b1,~b2. This parametrization gives

cij = trρAi ⊗Bj = ~ai ·R~bj , (79)
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where R is the matrix of Pauli expectations given in the proposition. Suppose now that R is replaced by
URV with orthogonal matrices U, V ∈ Mat3(R). This corresponds to a change of the state (by a local
unitaries), but since we can use U and V to change the vectors ~ai,~bj , the set of correlations remains the
same. Now the singular value decomposition allows us to choose URV diagonal, where, by definition the
diagonal elements of this matrix are the singular values λ1, λ2, λ3 of the original R. The set of the resulting
correlations is now Qst = Qst(λ1, λ2, λ3) = {c ∈ R4|cij = ~ai ·Diag(λ1, λ2, λ3)~bj , unit vectors ~ai, ~bj ∈ R3}
with D := Diag(λ1, λ2, λ3) the diagonal matrix with these elements along the diagonal.

Moreover, the choice ~ai,~bj ∈ R3 can be decomposed into first choosing two-dimensional subspaces
WA,WB and then choosing ~ai ∈ WA,~bj ∈ WB , resulting in Qst the union of sets of correlations with
fixed WA,WB . What does each of these set look like? It clearly has the same form as above but with D
projected to two-dimensions via orthogonal projections PA onto WA and PB onto WB , that is

Qst(WA,WB) = {c ∈ R4|cij = ~ai · PADPB~bj , unit vectors ~ai, ~bj ∈ R2} . (80)

Then everything said in the previous paragraph applies with the only change that the 3 × 3-matrix R
is replaced by a 2 × 2-matrix PADPB , so there are only two singular values denoted λ1, λ2 (abuse of
notation, these are generally distinct from the original singular values of R in three-dimension). Denote
the resulting set of correlations by Qst(λ1, λ2). Since unit vectors in two dimensions are of the form
~ai =

(
cos(αi), sin(αi)

)
, and R is now the diagonal matrix with entries (λ1, λ2), this set is exactly the one

described in the proposition.
It remains to compute the convex hull. Observe that there is a monotonicity relation when taking

convex hull: if λ1 ≤ µ1 and λ2 ≤ µ2 then coQst(λ1, λ2) ⊂ coQst(µ1, µ2). Indeed, it suffices to consider
the case λ1 ≤ µ1. Starting from any model cij = µ1 cos(αi) cos(βj) + µ2 sin(αi) sin(βj) with the larger
µ1, we take the convex combination

p (µ1 cos(αi) cos(βj) + µ2 sin(αi) sin(βj)) + (1− p) (µ1 cos(π − αi) cos(βj) + µ2 sin(π − αi) sin(βj))

to get c′ij = µ1(p − (1 − p)) cos(αi) cos(βj) + µ2 sin(αi) sin(βj). That is, precisely to the corresponding
correlation with µ′1 = (2p− 1)µ1, which can thus be made equal to any λ1 ≤ µ1.

Therefore, in the union over allWA,WB we can ignore all subspace pairs for which the singular values
λ′1, λ

′
2 of the projected PADPB-matrix are dominated by those of another one. We claim there is one pair

of subspaces with largest pair of projected singular values: WA = WB is a/the eigenspace (nonunique if D
is degenerate) of the top two eigenvalues λ1, λ2 of D or equivalently of R. This follows by the observation
that the squares of the non-zero singular values of any matrix M are the non-zero eigenvalues of M∗M .
When M = PADPB , the squares of its two singular values are the eigenvalues of PBD∗PADPB . Now
D∗PAD is positive semidefinite rank 2 matrix, so we can apply the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle [92,
Theorem XIII.3]: The eigenvalues of PBD∗PADPB are largest, when PB is just the projection onto the
eigenspace associated with the two largest eigenvalues of D∗PAD, or equivalently of PADD∗PA (since the
eigenvalues of X∗X and XX∗ are the same). The same Rayleigh-Ritz argument can be applied again to
maximize the two eigenvalue by picking PA as the projection to the eigenspace of two largest eigenvalues
of DD∗. To summarize, when we take the λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 to be the singular values of R, we have

coQst(λ1, λ2, λ3) = coQst(λ1, λ2). (81)

This concludes the proof of the main statement of Prop. 21.
Finally, we have to check when Q(ρ) becomes classical. This happens iff all CHSH inequalities are

satisfied, also in Qst(λ1, λ2). By symmetry and from (5) we have

CHSH(c) = 1
2

(
~a1 ·R(~b1 +~b2) + ~a2 ·R(~b1 −~b2)

)
, (82)

which is clearly maximized with respect to the unit vectors ~ai as 1
2
(
‖R(~b1 +~b2)‖+ ‖R(~b1 −~b2)‖

)
. Since

the ~b1 ±~b2 are orthogonal vectors, we can write ~b1 ±~b2 = λ±~e±, where ~e+ and ~e− are orthogonal unit
vectors and λ2

+ + λ2
− = ‖~b1 +~b2‖2 + ‖~b1 −~b2‖2 = 4. Thus by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

maxCHSH(c) = 1
2
(
λ+‖R~e+‖+ λ−‖R~e−‖

)
≤
(
‖R~e+‖2 + ‖R~e−‖2

) 1
2
. (83)

The choice of orthogonal unit vectors ~e± maximizing this expression is the eigenvectors of R∗R for its to
largest eigenvectors, which are λ2

1 and λ2
2. �
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5.8 Fixed observables

Proof of Prop. 22
By Jordan’s Lemma [30] or C*-algebra of two projections [93], any choice of operators A1, A2 and

B1, B2 is a representation this algebra and so it decomposes into irreducibles. We first show that
Q(Ai, Bj) = co{Qobs(u, v)|u ∈ ΣA, v ∈ ΣB} for some correlation sets Qobs(u, v) to be defined later.
Indeed, let Πi denote the central projection onto the ith irreducible summand, then restricted to this
summand the operator A1A2 + A2A1 = 2u1 for some u ∈ ΣA because it commutes with all generators.
This can be used to drastically simplify polynomials in A1, A2, so that they generate the algebra of 2×2-
matrices, except at the endpoints u = ±1, where they form a commutative subalgebra. That is, up to
isomorphism we can take A1 = σ1, and A2 = cosασ1 + sinασ3, so that u = cosα. The same holds for
Bob with central parameter v, and the operators are combined as Ai ⊗Bj . Whenever λi = tr(ρΠi) 6= 0,
we can define the state ρi = λ−1

i ΠiρΠi, and the corresponding correlation ci ∈ Qobs(u, v), the affine
image of the state space of C2 ⊗ C2 under ρ 7→ tr(ρAi(u) ⊗ Bj(v)). Thus, c ∈ Q(Ai, Bj) implies that it
is a convex hull of points in Qobs(u, v). The converse is also true.

The sets Qobs(u, v) are affinely isomorphic to each other except when u, v = ±1. To see this, observe
that Ai(u) =

∑
i′ S(u)ii′Ai′(0), likewise for Bj(v), and consequently c(u, v) = S(u)c(0, 0)S(v)> where

both c(u, v) ∈ R4 and c(0, 0) ∈ R4 are formed with the same density operator ρ, namely cij(u, v) =
trρAi(u)⊗Bj(v). This gives Qobs(u, v) = S(u)Qobs(0, 0)S(v)>, which is sufficient for the purpose of this
Proposition. Note, in addition, that Qobs(u, v) are all non-isometrically isomorphic to Qobs(0, 0) since
S(u) are invertible whenever −1 < u < 1.

It remains to show that ∂eQobs(0, 0) = O(2). Since all Ai(0)⊗Bj(0) commute with U = σ2 ⊗ σ2, we
can assume without loss that ρ commutes with U . Moreover, extreme points must come from pure states
ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, which by the argument in Sect. 5.1.1 we can choose as given by a real vector ψ. Together
these imply ψ+ = (cos t, sin t, sin t,− cos t)/

√
2 or ψ− = (cos t, sin t,− sin t, cos t)/

√
2, which gives two

families of extreme points (
− cos 2t sin 2t
sin 2t cos 2t

)
and

(
cos 2t − sin 2t
sin 2t cos 2t

)
, (84)

belonging to two orthogonal subspaces of R4. These are exactly all the 2 × 2 orthogonal matrices: the
reflections and rotations. �

Proof of Prop. 23
The general element of Qobs(0, 0) can be written as

c = λ

(
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα

)
+ µ

(
cosβ sin β
sin β − cosβ

)
, (85)

where λ, µ ≥ 0, and λ+µ < 1. The two extremal circles are, by definition, the points with {λ, µ} = {0, 1}.
This covers convex combinations form different circles, when λ + µ = 1. If some contributions to a
convex combination come from the same circle, this just reduces the corresponding coefficient. From this
description it is clear that all points with λ + µ < 1 belong to the interior of the body. The respective
planes are given by c11− c22 = c12 + c21 = 0, and c11 + c22 = c12− c21 = 0, respectively. They are clearly
Euclidean orthogonal. The body is symmetric under rotations in any of these planes, so all connecting
edges are symmetry equivalent, and one can also check directly that they are all exposed. Note that the
image of a cylinder that three-dimensional geometric intuition maybe suggests as the convex hull of two
circles is entirely misleading here: The interiors of the circles are not faces but in the interior of the body.

To get the semialgebraic description, note that, with s =
∑
ij c

2
ij ,

4λ2 = (c11 + c22)2 + (c12 − c21)2 = s+ 2 det c
4µ2 = (c11 − c22)2 + (c12 + c21)2 = s− 2 det c. (86)

So in order to get a polynomial condition for the cij we need to express the necessary and sufficient
condition λ + µ ≤ 1 in terms of λ2 and µ2. By successive squaring we get first 2λµ ≤ (1 − λ2 − µ2),
and then 0 ≤ (1 − 2λ2 − 2µ2 + (λ2 − µ2)2). Using s = 2(λ2 + µ2) and det c = (λ2 − µ2) gives the
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Figure 22: The condition λ+ µ ≤ 1 is expressed in terms of λ2 and µ2 as the gray shaded region near
the origin. The bounding parabola extends further, so the inequality which it expresses needs to be
supplemented by further conditions to exclude the red shaded areas. We choose the intersection with
the green strip, which amounts to a condition on det c. But other choices, e.g., the triangle bounded by
the dashed blue line would also work. The latter would express that Qobs(0, 0) is contained in a ball of
radius

√
2.

inequality for ` given in the proposition. On the boundary λ + µ = 1 these inequalities are equalities.
So this polynomial is clearly the algebraic description of the boundary. However, the second squaring
step is not reversible, so we get some unwanted elements in the Zariski closure. As for Q, where we
had to augment the boundary polynomial h by an additional (non-unique) polynomial inequality g ≥ 0,
there are different ways of achieving this. Fig. 22 is the map for this purpose. We see that we can either
supplement the polynomial inequality λ2 +µ2 ≤ 1, meaning s ≤ 2, or by the determinant inequality given
in the proposition.

�

Proof of Prop. 24
We have shown in Prop. 24 that on Qobs(0, 0) the determinant inequality holds, and by Prop. 22 and

the observation that detS(u) ≤ 1, the same holds for all components Q(Ai, Bj) with different singleton
spectra ΣA,ΣB . This would finish the argument if det were a convex function. However, it clearly is not.

We therefore take a more global approach using the detailed knowledge compiled in the paper. First
of all, it suffices to show the determinant inequality on the boundary ∂Q, because the determinant is
homogenous and every point c ∈ Q can be written as c = λc′ with λ ≤ 1 and c′ ∈ ∂Q. This shows that
also the cases of equality can only lie on the boundary. For the curved tetrahedra we can use the cosine
parametrization Prop. 8. The determinant is easily evaluated and simplifies to

det c = − sin(α+ β) sin(α+ γ) ∈ [−1, 1]. (87)

On an N -facet, say {c11 = 1}, the determinant is an affine function of c22. Hence its maximum will be
attained on the bounding elliptope, where the previous argument applies.

For the case of equality it suffices to find points in the parametrized surface with det c = −1, since
the sign can be reversed by a symmetry transformation. From (87) we find, up to an overall sign for all
angles and modulo 2π that α + β = π/2 = α + γ. So we get β = γ, making c Alice-Bob symmetric.
Moreover, the fourth angle is δ = −(α + β + γ) = −α − 2(π/2 − α) = α − π, so that c22 = −c11. This
singles out the circle of reflection matrices, shown in red in Fig. 19. �

6 Outlook
6.1 What more of Q?
There are some geometric aspects of Q we did not discuss, although they might be natural and interesting.

• Robustness of self-testing
In the practice of quantum key distribution, the correlation c is determined by statistical evaluation.
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The assumption that c is an extremal point is never exactly verifiable. Therefore, one needs explicit
bounds of the sort: When c is known up to accuracy ε (confidence intervals), then the eavesdropper
cannot know more than δ about the bits used for key generation. Various definitions of “accuracy”
and “know more” can be given. In any case, the concrete bound δ as a function of ε will depend also
on the local geometry of Q, particularly the curvature. Giving more details here would have turned
this into a paper on key distribution. Generally speaking, self-testing is a robust phenomenon:
Near-extremal correlations allow the conclusion that the observables involved can be deformed
(norm-)slightly so that they turn into the minimal two-qubit example [81].

• Integral curvatures
As mentioned in Sect. 3.4, the Steiner volume polynomial contains information about curvature
integrals of the boundary. In Sect. 2.9 we merely determined the volume, but no further coefficients.

• Weakly self-dual geometry
The Hadamard matrix defines an indefinite pseudo-Euclidean metric on R4, for which Q is self-dual.
Some natural questions come with this structure, but it is unclear whether it sheds any light on Q.

• Constrained Hilbert space dimension
The basics were discussed in Sect. 4.5, but a full characterization is still lacking.

6.2 How does this generalize?
Many of the techniques described above were originally drafted to address more general situations. Let
us briefly indicate their natural levels of generality.

• The full 222 case, and the C*-algebra generated by two projections
In the minimal 222 case, without the zero marginals condition, the quantum body Q is a convex
body in R8. The semidefinite matrix completion point of view is not directly effective for breaking
this down to a finite dimensional problem. As has been noted also by Masanes [30] (actually
more generally for the N22 case) this can be achieved by the representation theory of the universal
C*-algebra generated by two projections [93]. This provides a description of the extreme points
parametrized by the product of spheres S1×S1×S3, analogous to Prop. 8. A Macaulay2 computation
reveals that this variety has degree 40 and its prime ideal is generated by 28 polynomials whose
degrees are 5, 6, 7 and 8. This may be a starting point for the analysis of the 222 case.

• Higher universal correlation bodies
It is clear that the analog of Q can be defined for larger N , M , or K, or any specification of parties
settings and outcomes. However, the construction is notoriously non-constructive; see [94].

• Semidefinite hierarchies
We used this extensively, and got a complete characterization of the minimal Q out of it, just using
the bottom level (as explained in Sect. 2.8) of the hierarchy. In fact, this characterizes the minimal
case within the full 222 scenario with marginals: If the bottom-level semidefinite relaxation of the
full 222 case is tight, i.e., c ∈(Qqx), self-testing Thm. 19 (2) implies zero marginals, so we must be
in the 222|0 case. For larger N , M , or K, a gap can be expected to exist and become rapidly larger.
Hierarchies are still the key tool for getting upper bounds, but tightness is too much to ask. It
should also be noted that in spite of the proven convergence of the hierarchy it is computationally
unfeasible to really push this to high levels. It is unclear (to us) for which other cases a tight bound
at some higher but finite hierarchy level holds.

• Parametrized extreme points
Although this is perhaps best understood via the two-projections theory, another parametrization
of the extreme points (not explicitly using this theory) in the N22 case was given in [8].

• Duality
The duality in Thm. 3 clearly depends on minimality: The duality of N and C requires at least the
dimensions of these sets to coincide, which fails for MK > 4.
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• Correlation matrices and Clifford algebras
All the above extensions drop the 0-marginal condition or increase N . We stress that Tsirelson’s
technique of correlation matrices is an extension in another direction, i.e., to 2M2|0, with generalM .

• Algebra
Algebraic methods are expected to apply once a reduction to finite dimension has been achieved
by other means. We found them directly useful in the full 222 case (work in progress), but there
are clearly also applications to N22 and 2M2 cases. However, the complexity of algebraic char-
acterizations can be expected to increase very rapidly. Even worse are the case distinctions and
inequalities of a semi-algebraic description. We can understand this from the classical case, the
characterization of C. Here the algebra is linear, but the inequality part, i.e., the determination of
all Bell inequalities, is a family of convex hull problems, which is known to grow badly [95]. So no
general results can be expected, but as in the classical case [6, Problem 1] one can look for trails
into the wilderness, e.g., infinite families of models defined by special properties or symmetries.

• Algebraic statistics
Consider the ±1-valued random variables A1, A2, B1, B2 satisfying (1). Their statistical model is
the graphical model whose graph G is the 4-cycle with edges A1 −B1, B1 −A2, A2 −B2, B2 −A1.
This is [96, Example 4] up to relabelling. The sufficient statistics of this model are obtained by
applying the linear map A(G) in [96, Example 4]. The image of this map is our classical polytope
C. In particular this map is a bijection between the model and C and inverting it is called maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE). We can recover also N from this construction, and more in general
such polytopes can be defined for any toric model. For an undirected graphical model G we have
that C = N if and only if the graph is decomposable; the four-cycle model is the smallest non-
decomposable model so we can deduce also from this argument that the inclusion is strict. It would
be particularly interesting to examine the general 222 case through the lens of algebraic statistics.
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